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Errata 

The dates in Figure 1.1 on page 3 should read as follows: 1988, 
1990, 1992, 1994, 1996, 1998 
In Table 1.1 on Jllle 4, the total for 1991 should read 1800 
In Table 2.3 on page 13, the total for Unfilled should read 26 
On Jllle 18, the cross-reference to Table 3.1 should refer to page 17 
On Page 32, second paragr-.ph, second line, the number of posts in 
hospitals currently unfilled should read 26 
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The Higher Education Authority is the statutory body with responsibility for furthering the development of higher 

education. In particular, section 6 of the Higher Education Authority Act, 197 1 requires the Authomy to "maint;tin 

a contin uous review of the demand and need for higher education". 

The HEA advises on the total number of places needed within higher education and engages in period1c review~ of 

the current provision in various disciplines. 

This study focuses on the demand and need for pharmacy graduates, and in so doing, looks to the future development 

of the pharmacy profession in Ireland. 

Peter Bacon & Associates, Economic Consultants were commissioned to undertake this study and the Authority 

would like to thank them for their work. The study outlines a comprehensive analysis of the factors influencing the 

supply and demand of pharmacists and makes a number of recommendations for a way forward. 

This report is now being published by the Authority in order to facilitate discussion and decision-making in regard 

to this important area. 

Don Thornhill 

Chamnan, HEA 





1. 

2. 

(a) to examine and report on the present and prospective position in regard to the supply of, and 

demand for, graduate pharmacists having regard to the needs of society and the economy and, 

in particular, to the need for efficient and cost-effective public serv1ces and the need for 

economic competitiveness. 

(b) ro consider arrangements for the education of graduate pharmacists as outlmed 111 paragraph 

2 below. 

In particular, the study will: 

(a ) identify and quantify the present and prospective demand for graduate pharmacistS in all the 

relevant areas of activity e.g. community and retail pharmacy, industry and the public services; 

(b) identify and quantify the current and prospective supply of pharmacy graduates from the 

School of Pharmacy in TCD as well as from institutions outside the state; 

(c) report on whether or not the projected supply of graduate pharmacists is sufficient ro meet 

prospective demand and, if not, quantify the shortfall; 

(d) in the event of a shortfall being identified, identify and quantify the contribution from possible 

approaches and strategies to meeting the projected shortfall and ro identify the most cost

effective approach(es) from an exchequer perspective. 

In carrying our and completing this study the consultants should have regard to the effect of the 

current education arrangements and regulatory environment on the numbers of pharmacists 

entering the practice of the profession in the State and entering the relevant areas of 

employment indicated in para 2(a) above, with a view to estimating and identifying in their 

report the impact of any changes in the regulatory framework on their estimates under para 
2(d) above. 

Higher Education Authority, 
25 June 1998 
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1. This report has been prepared against a background in which there is evidence, borh formal and anecdotal, 

that the Irish pharmacy profession has been experiencing excess demand for labour. This is seen in unfilled 

positions, increased advertising abroad, the employment of older age groups and higher earnings for qualified 

people. Ar the same time, the very high entry requirements and a huge excess of applications ro the B.Sc. 

(Pharm.) at Trinity College suggests that potential labour supply is high and rhar returns or conditions in rhe 

profession are nor the limiting factor. There a re also indications from both University College Cork (UCC) 

and the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (RSCI ) that they wish ro develop independent new degree 

courses in Pharmacy. 

2. The focus of the analysis contained in this report is on the labour marker in pharmacy. Thus, both demand 

and supply factors are examined. The analysis aims ro identify the reasons for the particular marker 

conditions that exist at present rather than provide derailed descriptive information on existing members of 

the profession. In a rriving at its conclusions, the report takes a wide view of the factors which impact on the 

demand for pharmacists and the way in which these differ berween sectors. 

3. Since the mid-1970s, the B.Sc. (Pharm.) in Trinity College has been the only degree course in pharmacy rhar 

is available in Ireland. The course, which previously had a maximum annual intake of 50, has been expanded 

since 1998 ro accommodate 70 srudenrs per annum. The number of points required for an offer of pharmacy 

ar TCD in 1998 was 550. There were no further offers after rhe first round. This level of points is equivalent 

to 5 A2s and an A 1 in the Leaving Certificate. It is generally acknowledged rhar the level of achievement 

required fo r entry to the course is well above the level of academic ability required to be able to undertake 

pharmacy. 

4. Legislat ion requires that a ll pharmacists operating in Ireland be registered annually with rhe Pharmaceutical 

Society of Ireland (PSI ). Only graduates with a B.Sc.(Pharm.) from Trinity College, Dublin, graduates of other 

EU countries (in compliance with EU free-movement Directives) and graduates of countries with which 

reciprocal agreements have been concluded by the PSI may be registered at present. However, it is concluded 

that the register is nor an accurate reflection of the numbers of pharmacists actually working in Ireland or the 

number available for employment. The main reason is that a considerable number of those registering, 

particularly in recent years, appear to be neither resident nor workmg in Ireland. 

5. The number of registered Pharmaceutical Chemists, which increased from 2,114 in 1988 to 2,334 m 1994, 

had risen to 2,660 at the end of November 1998. It is likely that th1s had exceeded 2,700 by the end of the 

year giving a rise of a lmost 28% over the period. The employment details of almost 50% of graduates of 

non-Irish universities registered over the past decade are unknown, compared to just under 36% 10 the case 

of TCD graduates. The mdications are that a cons1derable number of those who register are not employed 

in Ireland and that these are concentrated among those who have graduated from UK univer iues. 

6. There is a more youthful profile and an mcreasmg proportion of women pharmacists on the register m recent 

years. However, the tendency for many recent regiStrant not to take up employment m Ireland means that 

the labour force IS still h1ghly skewed towards the upper age categones. The 1mpacr of the mcreased 
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feminisation is probably nor as great as it would be in the UK. This arises from the shortage of pharmaci~r~. 

since Irish female pharmacists would appear eo work for a greater propornon of rhctr lives rhan thetr UK 

counter-parrs. 

7. About 1,400 pharmacists are employed in community pharmacy our of total employment of I ,762. This total 

amounts to only 66.6% of the 2,660 pharmacists on rhe PSI register tn 1998. Thts report finds that tt ts nor 

possible to confirm the employment in Ireland of up eo 900 of the pharmacists registered with the PSI in 1998. 

Therefore, it is clear that total registration with the PSI and annual changes in rhe numbers entering the 

register should not be used in any exercise which aims ro identify the siruation in regard eo the availability of 

pharmacists w fill opportunities which arise in the labour market. This is before any account is taken of rhe 

very different abilities of the various secwrs to artract pharmacists. 

8. The community pharmacy sector is the la rgest source of employment for existing pharmacists and is likely to 

be the most important destina tion of any increase in future output. The sector is highly regulated, but is likely 

£O undergo considerable change in the future. The centrepiece of the regulatory framework is the Health 

(Community Pha rmacy Contractor Agreement) Regulations, which includes the Community Pharmacy 

Services Contract and the New Openings Regulations. This contract is required for rhe pa rticipation of any 

dispensing pharmacy in the GMS. In accordance with the long-term strategy of the Department of Health 

and Children, a central point of the direction taken in rhe contract is that rhe community pharmacist should 

develop as a health ca re profess iona l in rhe community. While no overall limit was placed on the number of 

pharmacies, the number is effectively limited in many areas and considerable opportunities may exist for 

economic rents in particular locations. 

9. The main rationale pur forward for the restrictions on competition introduced in rhe 1996 reforms was that 

tt is necessary to protect the markers and incomes of pharmacy owners to allow them to develop the quality 

of the service they offer as community health care professionals. However, it does not follow that quality will 

be tmproved by ensunng that there is no local competition. The way to improve quality is either to allow the 

marker ro determine the provider of best service or to regulate for quality. The latter is rhe most appropriate 

approach tn the case of community pharmacies. A second argument identifies an interest of society in general 

ansmg from the prorecuon of the ownership structure currently existing. Basically rh is relies on a view that 

locally owned pharmactes are in the interests of society. The legislation would need eo address ownership 

spectficall} and dtrecrly to achieve this. However, rhe reforms do precisely rhe reverse by limiting the number 

of operator\ bur plactng no ltmtrs on ownershtp. 

10. Legl\lation in relatton ro communtty pharmactes has a major impact on the labour market for pharmacists 

and wtll tnOuence rhc outcome and benc.•fit~ of tnttiatives to overcome the imbalances that have emerged. The 

communtt) sector ha' the opportuntt} to attract whatever pharmacists are available. However, skill shortages 

sttll rematn. It 1\ concluded that stmply tncreastng the number of graduates may have a limited impact on the 

ho\pttal and other secwrs as demand in the community sector will rise and this sector is likely to be able eo 

offer the reward that would attract graduates. 
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11 . The role of the hospital pharmacist has also been developing in recent years as drug therapies have become 

increasingly complex and new procedures, often driven by the avai lability of cost savings, have become 

possible. However, the profession in Ireland appears ro operate on the verge of crisis. Conditions are nor 

simi lar everywhere bur staff shortages and severe difficulties in recruitment are a constant. Work, previously 

undertaken by pharmacists, is now routinely assigned ro others. Thus, the somewhat unusual situation has 

arisen where right legislation ensures that pharmacists are present at the dispensing of medicines and other 

products in the community, bur no such certainties exist in hospitals where the recipient is often in a more 

critical condition. Recent increases in salar}' scales appear unlikely ro have the desired effect and further 

movements along these lines are nor a solution. There is also evidence of demoralisation adding ro the 

difficulties being experienced in retaining staff. 

12. Any projection of requirements in the hospital secror must rake account nor only of the outstanding unfilled 

positions, but also of the considerable excess demand that is latent. In the absence of a range of measures, 

many of which cannot be implemented until staff shortages arc reduced, the sector requires a labour marker 

with a supply sufficient ro ensure market clearing, before it can a ttract the staff it needs. 

13. About 3.8% of pharmacists are employed in industry. Pharmacists, or people with a qualification in a 

pharmaceutical discipline, are required in manufacturing for quality control and for resea rch. They are also 

employed in distribution as representatives, generally dealing with GPs or retail pharmacists. Where labour 

shortages have appeared, industry has been able ro alter its practices and find substitutes. While this suggests 

a second best solution, the result has been more complex. The Irish pharmaceutical industry has grown 

rapidly, but has nor developed in an ideal manner. Efforts are underway to develop more value-added 

activities in Ireland. For this to be successful, a greater supply of pharmacists will be required. PharmaciStS 

are gening jobs elsewhere, but would get employment in industry if more were available, even 1f mdusrry 

retained its current structure. 

14. To identify the manpower requirements of the pharmacy secror, three alternative labour marker outcomes are 

projected. These should nor be understood as alternative assumptions giving a high, low and inrermedi<HC 

rype result. Achieving any particular outcome depends only on decisions in regard ro the supply of 

pharmacists each year. The three marker outcomes are: the existing labour market outcome, which set~ our 

the supply required to maintain the existing outcome; a full employment outcome where currently existing 

positions are filled bur where graduating pharmacists have certamty of employment and retam cons1derable 

marker power; and a competitive labour market outcome where there IS a loosening of the labour market that 

allow~ potential employers ro alter the practices that the} had prev1ously adopted in response to shortage~. 

15. The analys1s md1cares char the increased output from TC D, g1vmg a total of 70 per annum, IS suffic1enr to 

mamram the ex1srmg s1ruanon. However, th1s ~~ Jn mappropn.ttc target a~ there are cons1derable problem' 

w1th the current muat1on. The full empiO} mcnt outcome could he a..:h1eved b} an mcre.1sed output of Jm,h 

graduates over commg year~ to fill ex1~tmg vacanc1es ami meet the mcrc.1se~ Ill demand that appear very J.J..clv 

to matenahse. lt certamly appears hkely that Jn mcrca~e m the reg1on of 50 e:~.tra graduates per annum IS 
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required, with some increases in rhe avai lability of graduates from the UK supplying the remainder. At this 

rate the overall number should be sufficient to fill advertised positions, with no reason ro expect that 
' 

graduates would be unable ro find employment. H owever, this approach is still inadequate to overcome all 

the imbalances that exist. 

16 The insufficient output of the past has led to a highly distorted labour market that requires a maJOr change 

in supply conditions. In fact, changes in supply a lone are unlikely to be sufficient to undo these distortions. 

As a result, while nor all rhe benefits of a competitive market are likely to be realised from changes in 

education alone, the danger of over supply becomes even more remote. The key to understanding this is the 

realisation that conclusions based on existing employment levels ra ke no account of latent demand. A much 

looser labour marker than currently exists would be required to translate this latent demand into actual 

demand. The important implication of accepting that marker distortions and la tent demand exist is that 

excess supply of graduates will nor result from a miscalculation of rhe much finer balance berween rhe first 

rwo outcomes, and is a remote possibility given the sort of increase in graduate output identified. In fact, 

even an increase in the region of 50 per annum may be insufficient to overcome the problems being 

experienced in sectors that are less competitive in attracting recruits. 

17 One result of the disparity berween the entry requirements of the B.Sc. (Pha rm.) and the minimum ability 

required ro successfully undertake the study is that pharmacy has been attracting school-leavers rhar are very 

highly qualified in terms of their Leaving Certificate performance. This is a very costly situation from a 

national welfare point of view. There are rwo aspects to this . First, there is an increased risk that many of 

these students will be unfulfilled by the demands of the course and subsequent ca reer. Second, the talents of 

these people are being under-utilised, although the rewards are at the level rhese people's ta lents would 

command on an open marker. This is pa rtly a transfer from the rest of rhe economy and imposes a cost on 

the economy. 

18. There arc alternative options open to rhe HEA in deciding on rhe best way to improve rhe availability of 

pharmacy graduates. Three courses of action can be envisaged: a substantial expansion of the numbers at 

TCD; a new degree ar another college; general liberalisation of rhe sector with an open mind ro future 

proposals. In deciding on which course of action, the HEA needs to consider rhe cost implications, the 

competencies a vailable, the existence of certain regiona l problems and the potential benefits of introducing 

competition in pharmacy education. However, the approach must recognise that an objective framed in terms 

of mmor mcremental increases in the number of trained pharmacists would be inadequate to overcome the 

problems that ex1sr currently in the labour market for pharmacists. 

19. 

(il 

The follow1ng first '>reps are recommended in o rder to initiate the proposed strategy: 

The Higher Education Aurhonry should invite detailed proposa ls from relevant competent third level 

insmunons 10 regard to how they envisage o r would propose ro meet rhe requirements of pharmacy education 
over the medium term. 
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(ii) A panel of experts of international standing, including (non-voting) representatives from the main sectors of 

demand for pharmacists in Ireland, should be convened to examine proposed course content in terms of 

academic excellence and relevance to professional needs. In addition, the panel should report in relation to 

the professional, academic and practical ability of proposers to deliver the courses proposed as outlined. 

(iii) Following this examination of the quality of proposed courses and their relevance to meeting the needs of the 

pharmacy sector, a cost-effectiveness evaluation of rhose proposals that are judged to meet the criteria should 

be undertaken. 

20. It is considered that adopting this proposed course of action would ensure that the projected future manpower 

requirements of the pharmacy sector and the allocation of resources between competing uses within the sector 

would be achieved in the most cost-effective manner. 
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1.1 Introduction and Context of Report 

There IS considerable anecdotal and some formal ev1dence for a number of year~ nO\\ that the lri\h pharm;tq 

profess1on has been experiencing excess demand for labour. Th1~ ·~ ~een m unfilled po,irion\, in..:re.to..ru 

advernsmg abroad, the employment of older age groups and h1gher earnings for qualified people. At the \,tme 

rime, the very high entry requirements and a huge excess of applications to the B.5L. (Pharm.) .u Trilllt} 

College suggests that potential labour supply IS h1gh and that returns or conditions m the profe~>ion arc not 

the limmng factor. 

This study takes place against the background of separate mdicarions from both UmverSit) College Cork 

(UCC) and the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (RSCI) that they wish to develop new degree course~ m 

Pharmacy. The current situation is that only TCD graduates are recognised for registration purposes. The 

purpose of this study is to provide estimates of the supply and demand for pharmacy graduates m Ireland in 

a manner that will aid decisions in relation to the education of pharmacists. It differs m a number of 

important respects from previous studies of pharmacy manpower': 

" The focus is on the labour marker in pharmacy. Thus, both demand and supply factors are included 

rather than either one of these. 

" The analysis aims to identify the reasons for the particular marker conditions wh1ch exist rather than 

prov1ding detailed descriptive information on existing members of the profession. 

" The research extends beyond analysis of the register of pharmacists, recognismg rhar this IS an 

mcomplere picture of the available workforce that may nor provide an accurate picture of actual 

labour marker conditions. In arnvmg at its conclusions, the report takes a wide view of the factors 

wh1ch impact on the demand for pharmacists and the way in which these differ bet\veen sectors. 

" A part of the methodology employed was to conduct interviews with a wide range of interested parties. 

A considerable amount of the material used m this reporr was gathered in a series of interviews with 

relevant individuals and organisations. ln the reg•on of 30 interviews were conducted. A full list of 

participants is included in Appendix 1. In the interest of textual clarity, the precise origin of material 

from these interviews is not individually referenced in the text. The exceptions are where alternative 

or contrasting arguments emerged in regard to points of particular importance. 

As a result, this report should nor be seen as either an update or a rejection of the earlier studies. 

1.2 The Supply of Pharmacists 

1.2. t The Education of Phannacists 

Smce the mlu-1970s, the B. c. (Pharm.) m Trmity College Dublm, has been the only degree course for 

pharmacy in Ireland. Th1s course, wh1ch previously had a maximum annual imake of 50, has been expanded 

~mce 1998 to accommodate 70 students per annum. Following a period of low demand in the 1970s, there has 

been an m~o:reasmg exc~ demand for places on the B.Sc. The result is that enrry requirements have risen enormously. 

footnotes page 50-.52 
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The number of points required for an offer of pharmacy at TCD in 1998 was 550. This puts it lower than 

only medicine, at 560 points, and the very popular French & Law at 570 points. There were no further offers 

after the first round. This level of po1nts IS eqUivalent to 5 A2s and an A I in the Leavmg Certificate. This 

required level of achievement contrasts with Science in TCD where offers were made at 445 points in 1998. 

The level of achievement required for entry to the course is well above the level of academic ability required 

to be able to undertake pharmacy. In fact, Trinity College confirms that a student capable of undertaking 

science should have the abi lity to undertake pharmacy. 

Other related courses are also offered at TCD but do nor lead to full qualification as a pharmacist. The most 

important of these is the Diploma in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Technology, which has been developed 

since the 1980s to meet certain legislative requirements in manufacturing. Manufacturing industries employ 

graduates of this diploma course as 'Qualified Persons' (QPs), to meet these requirements (see Section 2.3, on 

page 13). The Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland (PSI) has also undertaken ro develop the continuing 

education of pharmacists. This would appear to be an important initiative under the GMS (General Medical 

Services) contract, bur the activities of the society appear not to have been properly co-ordinated with 

activities undertaken by the Department of Health and Children and continuing education remains 

poorly developed. 

This situation in relation to the provision of university courses in Pharmacy contrasts with the orthern 

Ireland and Great Britain. Queen's University Belfast has a degree course in pharmacy that meets the 

requirements of the PSI. There are about 75 undergraduate places available each year. This course is 

normally filled and it is nor generally seen as an important alternative for the majority of applicants who fail 

to get a place at Trinity. In Britain there are 16 schools of pharmacy. These have come ro play an increasingly 

important part in the supply of qualified pharmacists in Ireland. It is estimated rhar in the region of 100 Irish 

students are currently obtaining places in British universities. Most of these return to register in Ireland as do 

a substantial number of non-Irish graduates. These international nows are an important element in rhe 

consideration of the labour market for pharmacists, as discussed in Chapter 3 .. 

1.2.2 Registration 

Legislation requires that all pharmacists operating in Ireland be registered annually with the P I. The PSI, 

which was founded in 1875, maintains the register and also undertakes ro validate university training courses 

along with certain functions ro ascertain rhe right of individuals to practice. However, a comprehensive 

outline of certification criteria has only recently been produced for the first rime. Th1s may be, at least partly, 

a result of the action of UCC and the RCSI, both of which are contemplating the establishment of degrees in 

pharmacy, bur the PSI also wish to strengthen their input into the rrainmg curriculum. 

As a result of the agreement of 1977 between the PSI and TCD, only graduates w1rh a B.Sc.Pharm from 

Trinity College, Dublm, graduates of other EU countnes (in compliance With EU free-movement 01recnve~) 

and graduates of countries with wh1ch rec1procal agreements have been concluded may current!) be 

registered. However, registration does not g1ve full entitlement to manage a commumty pharmacy as 
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regulations require 3 years post-registration experience working in Ireland before this is allowable. The PSI 

does not register persons graduating with the Diploma in Pharmaceutical Manufacrurmg Technology from 

TCD. As a result, the society is primarily concerned with the community sector. Opinions among mrerv1ewce\ 

were divided regarding the benefits of the exclusive arrangement with TCD.' 

Qualified pharmacists are registered irrespective of the sector in which they are employed and, m fact, 

registration is no guarantee that the person is employed in Ireland, or elsewhere. Unless it 1 done under the 

EU free movement Directive, or under reciprocal agreement, full registration is a 4-srage process: 

• Preliminary registration with the PSI 

• Successful completion of the 4 year B.Sc. in Pharmacy at TCD 

• One year practical experience in the candidate's chosen sector 

• Successful sitting of PSI licensing examination 

The PSI maintains a database of the pharmacists who register each year. Due to the requirement that all 

practising pharmacists must register annually, this is reasonably comprehensive and complete. However, it 

cannot be concluded that this database is an accurate reflection of the numbers of pharmacists actually 

working in Ireland or the number available for employment. As shown below, it turns our to be of limited 

use in attempting to ascertain the output of pharmacists required in the medium term future. The main reason 

for this is that a considerable number of those registering, particularly in recent years, appear to be neither 

resident nor working in Ireland. Most of these are graduates of British universities, many of whom a re Irish 

citizens. Presumably, their reason for registering is to ensure they will be in a position to work in Ireland at 

some dare in the future. 

1.3 Overall Trends m 
Registration 

The PSI register contains rwo groups 

with different qualifications. The 

largest group, which totalled 2,660 ar 

the end of November 1998, with a 

possibility of a further 60 registrations 

by year-end, is made up of 

3750 

3000 

2HO 

1500 

750 

0 

FIGURE 1.1 PSI REGISTER 1988-98 

ASSISfants Chcmasts 

1988 1988 1992 1994 1986 1988 

'Pharmaceutical Chemists'. These registrants have a degree in Pharmacy. The second group, which 

amounted to 626 or 19% of the total ar the start of October 1998 are registered as 'Assistants ro 

Pharmaceutical Chemists'. This qualification has been discontinued for some rime and rhe numbers of 

'As 1 rants' registered has been declming, principally as a result of natural wastage. Most work in community 

pharmacy and are enntled, by regulation, to take charge of the community outlet during the temporary 

absence of the pharmacist. However, exactly what is meant by a ' temporary' absence remains vague. The 

uend m total regisrrauon is shown in Figure 1 .I '. 

footnotes page 50-52 
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Since 1988, the number of assistants has declined by about 6.5%. This trend will continue until this category 

disappears. Many of these people are in their 50s, so the numbers registered and employed in 25 years will 

be quite small. At the same time, the number of Pharmaceutical Chemists, which increased from 2114 in 

1988 to 2334 in 1994, had risen to 2660 at the end of November 1998. lt is likely that this had exceeded 

2700 by the end of rhe year giving a rise of almost 28% over the period. 

1.4 Area of Practice 

1.4.1 Total PSI Register 

The PSI collects information on the sector of employment of pharmacists. Response to this question is lower 

than ro others on the registration form and the employment derails of a considerable proportion of those 

registered are unknown. Table 1.1 shows the sector of employmenr of registered Pharmaceutical Chemists 

since 1968. Information was available for 79% of registrants in 1998. However, as discussed below, this 

figure may be an over-estimate of the number employed in Ireland. 

Table 1.1 Area of Practice (as notified to PSI) 

Community 

Hospital 

Industry 

Other 

Toral 

1967 

1598 

89 

165 

11 

1863 

1983 

1567 

130 

87 

26 

1810 

1991 

1499 

180 

81 

40 

1814 

1998 

1676 

225 

8 1 

124 

2106 

Sources: Years 1967,1983 and 1991 Fisher and Corrigan (1992) Table 10; 1998 from PSI register. 

This feature of the register is very important as regards its relevance to the identification of manpower 

available and required in the profession. Table 1.2 on page 5 shows that over the past decade, when 

registration of graduates of non-lrish universities became a major part of new regisrranons, the sector of 

employment of almost 50% of these graduates was unknown, compared to just under 36°/o in the case of 

TCD graduates. The indications are that a considerable number of those who register are nor employed in 

Ireland and that these are concemrared among those who have graduated from UK universities. The 

implication is that, due ro the increased proportion of new registrants who have nor graduated from Trinity 

College, the number on rhe register is increasingly divergent from the number available for employment in Ireland. 

Other notable features of this table are the apparent recent growth 111 the s1ze of the commumry and hospital 

sectors and the decline 111 the employment of pharmacists 111 111dustry when compared to earlier decades. 

These features are discussed in greater detail in Chapters 2 and 4. 
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1.4.2 New Registrations 

A breakdown of the sector of employment of graduates who regtsrered for the fir'>t rime in rhc period 

1988-98 is given in Table 1.2. Jusr over 42% of these were graduates ofTCD wtrh most of rhc remainder 

graduating from colleges in the UK. The employment sector of almost 50% of rh is larrcr group i~ unknown. 

For each group of new registrants, rhe commumry secror is by fa r the largest source of employment. In roral, 

ir accounts for over 80% of those for whom the information is available. Hospitals accounted for 12.5% of 

the roral. The gender divide is particularly noticeable with only 4.6% of males bur 18.6% of female~ choosing 

this sector. Males are much more likely ro obtain employment in the community secror, parttcularly males 

graduating from the UK. It is likely that this is rhe result of the sons of community pharmacists who wish ro 

rake over rhe family business, bur who were unable ro gain entry ro TCD. 

Table 1.2 Sector by Route of Registration and Gender (Registered, 1988-98) 

Irish Graduates 

Commumty 

Hospital 

Industry 

Other/Unknown 

Other EU 

Communiry 

Hospital 

lndustq 

Other/Unknown 

Others 

Commumry 

Orher/U n known 

Totals 

Communtt) 

H ospttal 

lndustr) 

Other/Unknown 

'>mm.:e: P I Regt'>ter 

Male 

180 

100 

4 

12 

64 

310 

142 

9 

3 

147 

15 

6 

9 

505 

248 

l3 

15 

220 

5 

Female 

310 

280 



The output of graduates from TCD has been approximately 50 per annum in recent decades. Table 1.3 shows 

the destination of newly qualified Irish pharmacists who have graduated from the TCD B.Sc. in 1997 towards 

the end of 1998. Of the 50 who took the course, 47 were employed wh1le 1 was undertakmg further study 

through the M.Sc. in Tnmry. The locanon of the other rwo was unknown. 

Table 1.3 Destination of 1997 Pharmacy Graduates 

19 Pre-Rcgistration: 5 in hospitals, 5 in industry, 6 in community, 3 unknown 

28 working as Pharmacists 1 in indust ry, 27 unknown (probably in community) 

1 Trainee Pharmacist Meath Hospital 

Source:TCD Careers Advisory Service 

This outcome suggests a situation of full employment. In addition, the importance and ability of the 

community sector to attract newly qualifying pharmacists is clearly reflected. However, the breakdown of the 

numbers of graduates in pre-registration in each sector is interesting. This is supposed to be a year in which 

to specialise. However, there is a fairly even breakdown between the sectors that does not reflect overall 

employment distributions. This is a reflection of the practice whereby sectors other than community can 

recruit graduates, but cannot retain pharmacists once the first three years of registration is completed. It also 

indicates that one purpose of the pre-regisrrarion year - to allow specialisation - is nor working effectively. 

This conclusion was confirmed in discussions with interviewees. 

Interviewees in a ll sectors identified a shortage of qualified pharmacists. This conclusion is qualified in the 

case of industry where the views of respondents were mixed. An indication of the seventy of the shortage IS 

given by the number of jobs in pharmacy in Ireland which are being adverttsed in the UK. Table 1.4 contams 

a sample of these. This evidence was supported by interviewees who confirmed they had advertised abroad 

in the UK as well as on the continent. A number of firms in the pharmaceutical industry who are recruiting 

have employed EU nationals from outside the UK in recent years. While an assessment of qualtficanons IS 

beyond the scope of th1s report, it has been suggested that trammg in some EU counrnes IS not as rigorous as 

in Ireland. Thus, foreign recruitment may result in other problems m addmon to the extra expense and 

uncertainty involved. 
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Table 1.4 UK Advertisements for Pharmacy Jobs in Lreland (Oct - Dec 1998) 

Date Position Sector Location 

1. 10-10-98 Pharmacy Manager Community West of Ireland 
2. 10-10-98 Pharmacist Community Dublin 
3. 10-10-98 Chief 11 Pharmacist Hospital Dublin 
4. 10-10-98 Senior Pharmacist Hospita l Dublin 
5. 10-10-98 Pharmacist Hospital Dublin 
6. 17-10-98 Pharmacist Community Dublin 
7. 17-10-98 Pharmacist Community Dublin 
8. 17-10-98 Pharmacist Community Offaly 
9. 17-10-98 Pharmacist Community Dublin 

10. 17-10-98 Pharmacist Community Donegal 
11. 24-10-98 Repeat of No. 10 
12. 24-10-98 Pharmacist Community Dublin 
13. 24-10-98 Pharmacist Community Cork 
14. 24-10-98 Repeat of No. 8 
15. 24-10-98 Senior Pharmacist (2) Hospital Limerick 
16. 31-10-98 Repeat of No. 10 
17. 31-10-98 Repeat of No. 13 
18. 7-11-98 Pharmacist Community Waterford 
19. 7-11-98 Repeat of No. 13 
20. 7-11-98 Pharmacist Industry Waterford 
21. 14-11-98 Repeat of No. 18 
22. 14-11-98 Pharmacists (3) Hospital Dublin 
23. 21-11-98 Repeat of No. 18 
24. 28-11-98 Pharmacist (3) Community Cork 
25. 5-12-98 Repeat of No. 24 
26. 5-12-98 Pharmacist Community Galway 
27. 5-12-98 Repeat of No. 22 
28. 5-12-98 Pharmacist Hospital Dublin 
29. 12- 12-98 Repeat of No. 24 
30. 12-12-98 Pharmacist Community Limerick 
31. 12- 12-98 Pharmacists (4) Community Dublin/Cork 
32. 19-12-98 Repeat of No. 3 1 
33. 19-12-98 Pharmacist Community Dublin 
34. 19- 12-98 Repeat of No. 30 

ource: British Pharmaceutical journal 
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1.5 Regulations Governing Community Pharmacy 

An undersranding of what determines conditions in the labour marker for pharmacists requ1res examination 

of the factors that mfluence the sectors where pharmacists are employed. As by far the largest sector, 

community pharmacy is particularly important. Community pharmacy IS a highly regulated sector. The 

centrepiece of the regulatory framework, as it applies to the community/retail sector, is the Health 

(Community Pharmacy Contractor Agreement) Regulations, 1996 under the Health Act, 1970. This includes 

the Community Pharmacy Services Contract and the New Openings Regulations (See Appendix 2 for a 

summary of the main provisions). The contract is required for the participation of any dispensing pharmacy 

in the GMS. 

In accordance with the long-term strategy of the Department of Health and Children, a central point of rhe 

direction taken in the contract is that the community pharmaCISt should ~evelop as a health care professional 

in the community. Quality of patient care is definitely an important factor in rh1s, bur lt also presents 

opportunities for public expenditure savings by bringing healrhcare closer to the patient rather than the 

patient entering the traditional health services system. To achieve rhis it was recognised that pharmacists 

would need to meet certain minimum levels of performance and offer a range of services that go beyond 

dispensing. In some cases this would require investment by pharmacists. The approach taken was to reduce, 

or eliminate. the comoetition being exoerienced bv pharmacists so as to ororect their market and incomes. 

To achieve this, it was agreed that a new contract would only be awarded ro a pharmacy with a particular 

catchment area. The catchment area was defined as 4,000 people in an urban area or 2,500 in a rural area •. 

There is also a minimum door-to-door stipulation equal to 250 metres in urban areas and 5 kilometres in rural 

areas. In addition, the premises must 'have free and direct access to the public road at all times'. Whale no 

overall limit was placed on the number of pharmacies, it is clear thar the number is effectively lim1red in many 

areas and rhar considerable opportunities may exisr for economic rents in particular locations. The rationale 

was that by introducing these restrictions on competition, pharmacists would be m a stronger posinon ro 

undertake rhe development of their role and would have an mcentive ro do so. 

This important piece of legislation has a major impact on the labour marker for pharmaCISt~ and W1llmfluence 

the outcome and benefits of initiatives to overcome the problems that have emerged. These ~~~ues are 

explored m further derail m succeeding chapters. 

footnotes page W-52 
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2.1 The Community Sector 

The community pharmacy sector is the largest source of employment for existing pharma~o:1st' ami " hkel> to 

be the most important destination of any increase m output. The \ector is highl>· regulated, but " hkc:ly to 

undergo cons1derable change in the future. Th1s characterisation i\ vital to any understandmg of what ha\ 

caused the current tight labour market situanon and central to any solution of achieving a more appropriate 

balance between demand and supply. Thus, it is necessary, in order tO d1scover the output of pharmacy 

graduates required, that this report goes beyond the confines of a counting exerc1se. 

The PSI estimates that there were 1,217 d1spensing pharmac1es operating in Ireland m 1998 . Of these, 340 

(28'}o) were m Dublin City and County. The total number of pharmacies has risen from 1,141 m 1992. The 

number in urban areas has remained fairly constant, with some increase in rural areas. This is mostly a result 

of the restrictions on the location of new openings. Most outlets (90.4%) are owned by pharmacists: 686 

through companies and 386 privately, with a small number of partnerships. Of the 117 owned by non

pharmacists, 62 were in Dublin. Therefore, this is a more important form of ownership m Dublin than 

elsewhere, accounting for 18% of the total. However, the ryp1cal pharmacy is owned and managed by a 

pharmacist, although small chains exist. 

Table 2.1 shows that the concentration of pharmacies vanes throughout Europe. The number of inhabitants 

per pharmacy in Ireland is towards the bottom of the scale at JUSt over 3,000. This has nsen slightly in ret:ent 

years as the population has grown. In addition, Ireland has the lowest number of prescnptlon ttems per cap1ta 

per year in the EU. However, at 21% the percentage of self-medication in the rotal pharmacy market is 

highest in Ireland. This is a result of the particular administrative and charging structure that operates in 

Ireland. The number of inhabitants per community pharmacist in Ireland is in the middle of the scale for EU 

countries. The result of these figures IS that the number of pharmacists per pharmacy, at 1.1 m Ireland, is low 

by European standards. 

Typically, therefore, the community pharmacy in Ireland is owned and run by a pharmacist who does not 

employ another pharmacist. With a similar concentration of community pharmacists to population in the 

UK, the typ1cal pharmacy there serves a larger population and has an average of 1.8 pharmacists working in 

the outlet. However, this average figure probably h1des a wide variation in size. (See comment in footnote 7, 
on page 50). 

There are a number of important factors underlying these aggregate figures. First, there is a definite urban

rural divide that has resulted in many pharmacies in rural areas operating on small returns. Second, the 

owner-manager pharmacist arrangement is not an ideal strategy since it means there is a limit on the hours 

which the pharmacy will operate and prov1des difficulties in gemng time off. This arrangement, while 

pmentiallr beneficial in the sense that local ownership may be an a1d in the development of the pharmacy as 

a community serv1ce, may also resulr m an industry which has few resources to develop. This final point 

underlies much of the rationale pur forward by the IPU in favour of the reforms introduced and the new 

contract with the Department of Health and Children in 1996. 

footnotes page 50-52 
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Table 2.1: Ratios of Communjry Pharmacists in Europe (1993) 

Inhabitants per Inhabitants per Pharmacists per 

Community Pharmacy Community Pharmacist Pharmacy 

Au~tna 8,000 1,124 3.6 

Belg1um 1,910 1,158 1.7 
Denma rk 17,000 4,525 3.8 

Finland 8,870 4,701 1.9 

France 2,560 1,312 1.9 

Germa ny 3,950 1,980 2.0 

Greece 1,310 1,287 1.0 

Ireland 3,070 2,800 1.1 

Italy 3,610 1,561 1.3 

Luxembourg 5,260 1,538 3.4 

Netherlands 10,100 7,278 1.4 

, orway 13,780 5,996 2.3 

Portugal 3,940 3,532 1.1 

Spain 2,150 1,806 1.2 

Sweden 11,600 11,600 1.0 

Switzerland 4,190 1,876 2.2 

United Kingdom 4,8 10 2,741 1.8 

Source: Based on MacArthur, D. ( 1995) The Growing Influence of the Pharmacist in Europe: opportunities in a 

changing marker. Table 1.3. London: Financial Times Publishing 

The quire different situation rhar exists in prime retail areas, when compared wirh much of rural Ireland, 

requires some comment. The restrictions on location have created an economic rent and a quasi marker in 

pharmacy contracts, with pharmacies changing hands ar above the price of equ1valenr local properties. The 

reason is that while there is no license ro opera re as a pharmacy, rhe contract wirh rhe Department of Health 

and Children rules our increased competition. The contract cannot be sold or transferred, even between 

generations, bur it is openly agreed rhar acquisition of a prem1ses which is operar10g as a pharmacy IS a VIrtual 

guarantee rhar a new contract will be forthcoming, provided rhe new owner meers wirh all requirements. This 

siruarion and the development of rhe marker ro rhi~ 'enrirlemenr', is indicative of rhe e'isrence of supenor 

returns in rh1s sector. • 

One reason for rhe existence of rhese returns IS g1ven 1n Table 2.2. This table shows that rhe retail margm on 

medicines in Ireland, as a proportion of rhe roral VAT-inclusive price is higher 10 Ireland than 10 any orher EU 
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country. This outcome is the result of a number of factors. For example, the pharmJC) mark-up on (,MS 

medicmes 1s zero, but 50% on pnv:ne patients.- Clearly, what ~~ happenmg c.:annm be caprured h) a free 

market model. The outcome is the result of a complex system of regulauon, much of wh~c.:h 1\ c.:omamed in 

legislation. 

Table 2.2: Pharmacy Margin in Consumer Price of Medicines 

Austria 22.6 

Finland 29.0 

Greece 24.0 

Germany 22.5 

Denmark 20.3 

Belgium 29.2 

Ireland 33.0 

Norway 18.1 

Spa m 28.8 

Italy 25.0 

France 25.5 

Portugal 19.0 

Sweden 20.1 

UK 7.5 

Source: IPHA, from MEFA 'Facts' 1997 

• The commercial structure of the community pharmacy sector has been explored recently by Hoban (1999) · 

He separates pharmacies into three groups according to profitability. The first, Group A, includes pharmacies 

located in prime retail locations where economies of scale have enabled the net profit margin to grow tO above 

15% of turnover. Turnover will normally be in excess of £700,000 per annum in 1996 figures. These number 

in the region of 250 outlets but account for up to 50% of profits earned by the community pharmacies. 

Ownership IS changing due tO the lack of family succession and their attractiveness as commercial entities. 

Class B pharmacies earn a net profit margin of 7-15%. These pharmacies would have a turnover in the range 

of £400-700,000. They are typically located in cities or large rowns or are the sole outlet in smaller towns. 

They account for 40% of total profits and supply 45% of the market. 

Cla~s C pharmac1es are marginal operations earning less than 7% and, occasionally, less than 0% if the time 

input of the owner/pharmacist is fully costed. These pharmacies number about 400 and account for 15% of 

the market. However, profits account for less than 10% of profits in the sector. In effect, these pharmacies 

prov1de a soc1al serv1ce and a cost efficient distribution method for the Department of Health and Children. 
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This classification is useful in clarifytng rhe fact rhat community pharmacy is nor an homogenous sector. This 

may have important implications in rhe future, as outlined in Section 6.2, on page 36. 

2.2 Hospital Pharmacy 

The role of the hospital pharmacist has developed in recent years as drug therapies have become increasingly 

complex and new procedures, often driven by rhe availability of cosr savings, have become possible: 

However, the profession in Ireland appears to operate on the verge of crisis. Conditions are nor similar 

everywhere bur staff shortages and severe difficulties in recruitment are a constant. Ar the risk of over

generalisation, rhe recent development of the sector in Ireland could be characterised as follows. Up to about 

the last 8 to 10 years, the role of the hospital pharmacist appears to have been stable in the sense of failing 

to develop new processes and procedures. While staffing shortages did occur, they were generally of 

manageable proportions. In recent years, a 2-tier system appears to have evolved. The role has been 

developed and some 'centres of excellence' have begun to emerge. '" 

The leading centres are generally in the Dublin region. Research is undertaken and new procedures are being 

developed. Staff numbers in these centres are much greater than in other areas although the problems of 

recruitment, retention and skills are present. For example, the unit ar St. James' Hospital has in the region of 

30 pharmacists and is concentrated in research. The unit ar Tallaght has 14 pharmacists and operates a 

modern aseptic unit, which cuts down on drug costs by reducing waste through repackaging and customising 

manufactures' products according ro the hospital's precise requirements. However, Sr James' may have to 

eliminate certain activities and postpone plans due ro staff shortages, while over 50% of rhe pharmacists in 

Tallaghr have been recruited abroad. 

The problems in other centres are qualirarively different. Many hospitals now operate wirhour any 

pharmacist cover and many have only parr-rime pharmacists employed. lr is nor uncommon for rasks, which 

were previously solely within rhe role of qualified pharmacists, to be undertaken by non-pharmacists. 

Hospitals also employ pharmacy technicians. These have not undertaken the B.Sc. (Pharm.) and are nor 

registered by the PSI. The numbers and roles of these technicians have expanded considerably and further 

development along these lines appears to be inevitable given current conditions. An overview of employment 

and labour shortages in this sector is given in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3: Pharmacist Posts in the Hospital Sector 

Posts 

North-West 9 

Midlands 7 

North-East 8.5 

Mid-West 10.5 

Southern 16 

South-East 12 

Eastern 17 

Western 11 

Voluntary Hospitals 85.5 

Health Boards 5 

Other 6 

Totals 187.5 

Source: Hospita l Pharmacists Association 

Filled Temporarily 
5 

2 

I 

6 

6 

2 

21.5 

2 

45.5 

Unfilled 

2 

1.5 

2 

5 
3 

I 

10.5 

29 

This table shows a secror experiencing severe problems with recruitment. With over 15% of posts unfilled 

and a further 24% filled on a temporary basis, morale is being affected and work specifications undermined. 

In addition, the problem of actually retaining staff is increasing. This is particularly serious as the role has 

been developing and the number of positions has increased over recent years. 

As healthcare in general becomes more sophisticated, and as the Irish health service in particular now has an 

opportunity to develop given the easing of previous macroeconomic constraints, solving this problem becomes 
11 

more urgent. However, as argued below, the easing of financial constraints is not an adequate solution. 

Relevant interviewees expressed the opinion that the specialisation required by the hospital pharmacist, which 

goes beyond purely technical knowledge, would appear to be inadequately developed among graduates from 

TCD. The implication is that the B.Sc. (Pharm.) would appear to be considerably more appropriate for those 

wishing to operate in the community/retail sector or in an academic environment. 

2.3 Pharmacists in Industry 

2.3.1 Sources of Demand 

The PSI database md1cates that only 81, or 3.8% of pharmacists, are employed in industry. The picture 

painted above in relation to the 1mpact of a right labour market for pharmacists in the hospital sector allows 

for quite clear and unambiguous conclusions. The situation in industry in not so clear. There are two reasons 

for this. Fint, pharmacists in industry are engaged in two quite separate areas. Pharmacists, or people with 
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a qualification in a pharmaceutical discipline, are required in manufacturing for quality control and for 

research. Pharmacists are also employed in distribution as representatives, generally dealing with GPs or 

retail pharmacists. Thus, there are two separate sources of demand. Second, where labour shortages have 

appeared, andusrry has been able ro alter ars practices and find substitutes. While this suggests a second best 

solution, the result has been more complex. 

2.3.2 Manufacturing 

The pharmaceutical manufacturing industry appears as one of the great success stories of Irish industrial 

development policy over the past rwo decades. The industry is mostly foreign owned and employs about 

11 ,000 people. However, despite its phenomenal growth, the industry remains poorly integrated into the 

economy. Its existence in Ireland is highly dependent of rhe low rate of corporate taxation in Ireland. There 

is some evidence that this factor may distort rhe importance of the industry in Irish output figures. A further 

important impact of this is that the industry remains largely concentrated in bulk manufaCturing and has nor 

developed R&D facilities or into finished products. There are exceptions to this generalisation, bur this 

industrial structure is imporrant in relation to the demand for pharmacists. The questions of imporrance 

centre on whether rhe shortage of qualified pharmacists has restricted the development of rhe pharmaceutical 

industry in Ireland either in terms of irs size or value ro the economy. 

In order to comply with certain articles of EU legislation, pharmaceutical firms are required ro have a person, 

trained to a specified level, present ro 'sign off' on each batch of output manufaCtured. Under normal 

conditions this would be a pharmacist. In the early 1980s it was observed that shortages in the marker for 

pharmacists were driving up costs and that there was no need for the person in question to be trained to the 

level of graduates from the B.Sc. (Pharm.) degree. To meet what many firms perceive ro be little more than 

a legislative requirement, FAS and TCD devised an a lternative qualification known as the Diploma in 

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Technology. Graduates of this course will normally have a primary degree in 

Chemistry or an associated subject. Many will have been working in manufacturing. Output is about 20 per 

annum. 

The view of rhe manufacturers with whom discussions rook place is rhar rh is solution has been very successful. 

The major criticism is that there are nor enough graduates. As far as meerang legislanve requirements are 

concerned, rhe Qualified Persons (QP) are often preferred ro pharmacy graduates, due ro their greater 

knowledge of chemistry and closer association with manufaCturing. In no sense is rhe QP solution seen as 

inferior ro increasing rhe supply of graduates. However, this view was nor held by manufactures whose firms 

are engaged in research. 

2.3.3 Distribution 

Distribution of pharmaceutical products as a quite separate acnvaty and has a dafferent economac ampaet. The 

situanon here is quare clear. Up ro the 19-0s, most representatives would have been qualafied pharmaca~t~. 
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However, there is no legislative requirement for this ro be the case. As a result, when faced with a nghrening 

labour market and upward wage pressures, firms replaced these with non-pharmaCISts. Today, very few 

pharmacy reps are pharmacy graduates and there is no prospect of this trend changmg under current 

conditions. There is no suggestion that pharmacy reps are not trained or are nor fam1har wnh the1r products. 

However, they are clearly going to be at a disadvantage in their knowledge of the wider range of 

pharmaceutical products. The pertinent questions in this case relate to the impact this will have on their 

customers. Ultimately, this is the patient, whether attending a GP or being dealt with by a pharmaci t in 

" hospital or in the communiry. The questions here relate to the cost and the qualiry of patient care . There 

are also implications in terms of the strategy to develop care in the community as formalised in the 1996 

Contract. 

lt has been suggested that GPs, in particular, would be more comfortable if dealing with trained pharmacists, 

and it is possible to envisage that there could be circumstances in which there would be implications for 

patient care and healthcare costs. However, it should not be concluded that this provides a strong rationale 

for more graduates or that the situation wi ll be changed by an increase in the output of graduates. The Irish 

Pharmaceutical and Healthcare Association (IPHA) report that they are unaware of any concern on the part 

of their member firms over the current situation. lt appears likely that, unless there is a substantial over supply 

in the number of pharmacy graduates available, healthcare firms would be unlikely to change their 

employment practices, even if some customers would prefer it. This would only happen if there was vocal 

demand for change and this is not happening at present. This sector certainly has the potential to absorb 

pharmacy graduates in a much-changed labour market, but it does nor currently provide a strong case for an 

increase in the number of graduates. 

footnotes page 50-52 
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3.1 New Registrations 

The main cause of rhe upward trend in the PSI reg1srer has been a sharp increase in the number of new 

reg1strams during the 1990s. As shown m F1gure 3.1, the number of firsr-ume registrations had been fa1rly 

constant stretching back for a long period, bur has now accelerated ro over 3 times the prev1ous rare. The 

average number in rhe 10 years from 1978 to 1987 was 49 per annum. Given that TCD had places for 50 

students in th1s period, 1t IS clear that rhe number coming out of Irish umverSities was the b1ggest factor in 

determming the supply of pharmacists. However, thiS correspondence has broken down m recent years and, 

with 172 new registrations in 1996 and 1997, TCD graduates are now in the minority. 

FIGURE 3.1 NEW PSI REGISTRATIONS BY YEAR 1978- 97 
180 

120 

60 

0 
1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 

Clearly this has important Implications for any dec1sion m regard to rhe number of pharmacists which need 

to be trained in Ireland each )'ear. Table 3.1 shows the route of entry to the reg1 ter m recent years. Usually, 

reciprocal agreements account for no more than 3 or 4 add1t1ons per year. Up ro the end of November 1998 

there had been 117 additions. A further 51 were enrirled to reg1srer havmg passed the final hcensmg 

exammatlon and it was estimated that another 9 or 10 EU registration~ were also po s1ble before the end of 

the year. 
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Table 3.1 Additions to the PSI Register 1988-97 

By Examination EU & Reciprocal Other Subtractions Change 

1988 58 19 2 45 34 

1989 47 21 3 62 9 

1990 53 21 11 48 37 

1991 48 44 9 67 34 

1992 59 43 9 90 21 

1993 49 54 9 71 41 

1994 48 7 1 7 48 78 

1995 47 89 13 45 104 

1996 47 124 8 69 110 

1997 48 126 94 

Source: PSI database 

Ln rota! over the period 1988-97, 1,188 pharmacists joined the register - a small number of whom were 

restored having allowed membership ro lapse - 247 members died and 379 were erased for other reasons, 

leaving a net increase of 562.'
1 

Most of these 379 were erased as a result of their failure to renew their 

registration. 

There have therefore been a number of important developments over this period. The most important is the 

increase in EU registrations, most of whom are from universities in the UK. The number of Irish educated 

graduates is stable, but growth in the register was reduced somewhat up to 1994 by an increase in the number 

of names erased each year. However, since then, the rapid acceleration in the number of EU graduates 

registering has caused the total to rise rapidly. The number of Irish entrants has exceed the number of deaths 

in all yea rs. It appears likely that this level of Irish graduates is sufficient to keep the register at its current 

level. However, the main conclusion is that the number of pharmacists joining the PSI register each year is 

less dependent on the output of Lrish universities than on graduates from elsewhere in the EU. 

3.2 Source and Residence of Entrants to Register 

The mcreasing importance of non-lrish universities as a source of new registrants ts an important 

development. Table 3.2 examine~ the growth in the number of registrations since 1991 by identifying the 

source of these graduates. Universities in the UK are by far the most important source of new registrations 

although other sources have grown in recent years. The reason for this laner development is the initiative 

undertaken by certain industrial firms requiring graduates who are now advertising on the continent in an 

effort to fill posttions. However, the numbers remain low in the overall volume. 

footnotes page 50-52 
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Table 3.2 Nationality and Education of Entrants to Register (1991-97) 

lrish ex-TCD lrish ex-UK British Other Total 

1991 48 19 23 3 93 

1992 59 22 20 1 102 

1993 49 20 31 3 103 

1994 48 32 34 5 119 

1995 47 46 36 7 136 

1996 47 74 43 8 172 

1997 48 81 36 9 174 

Note: 'British' includes Northern Ireland graduates 

Source: PSI database 

The nationality of registrations from UK universities is also changing. ln recent years, increasing proportions 

of these are Irish people who have studied in the UK having failed to get a place in Trinity. The level which 

has been achieved is likely to be sustained, using Irish applications ro UK colleges in recent years as a guide. 

This shows the extent to which places available in Ireland are insufficient to meet demand from students for 

whom there is no close acceptable substitute to studying pharmacy." This exodus results in an important 

social cost as students are unable ro study in Ireland and all the associated sacrifices of emigration, albeit 

temporary for many. However, there are indications that many foreign registrants do not take up residence 

or employment in Ireland. It was shown in Table 3.1 on page 19 that the number erased from the register 

tends to rise as the number of UK registrations rises. Stronger evidence for the failure of the register ro reflect 

the supply of pharmacists to work in Ireland is given in Table 3.3. This table shows that of 197 registered 

pharmacists (7.4% of the total register) who were resident outside Ireland, 153 have registered in the past 10 

years. This equals 13.2% of new regisrrations in this period and is in addiuon to the increase in those who 

leave the register. 

Table 3.3 Pharmacists Registered as Living Overseas 

Irish Graduates 

Other EU Graduates 

Others 

Totals 

Source: PSI database 

Total Register 

54 

137 

6 
197 

Registered 1988-98 

12 

137 

4 

153 
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With 78% of those on the register who are abroad having registered in the p.l~t 10 year\, it appear' rea\onahle 

to suggest that there is a correlation between the increase m ex-UK gradu:Hel> and fore1gn res1dcnce. Tahlc 

1.3 shows that all non-lrish EU graduates on the register that live abroad have reg1~tered 'mce 1988. A tOtal 

of 1,231 registered in the period 1988-98. Of these, 1,158 remain on the reg1ster. Non-lmh accounted for 

324 registrations in this period, Irish for 907. Thus, about 45% of non-lrish, UK graduate' who regl\tered 

in this period are not living in Ireland. The figure for Irish graduates IS bs than 1.5"{, accordmg to the PSI 

records. 

If we assume that only 1.5% of Irish people who graduate from foreign univerSities li\'e abroad but that 45% 

of non-lrish nationals who register with the PSI will not be resident in Ireland, this suggestl> that 152 

pharmacists would have entered the Irish labour force in 1997." Interviews with porenrial employers in all 

sectors that employ pharmacists give no indication that the number entering the profession in 1997 was near 

this level, nor that the actual number was sufficient to meet demand even without aiming to ease the pressure 

in the labour market. This suggests either that a lower percentage of registrations than the PSI data indicates 

were available for employment in Ireland, or that requirements are more than double the level previously 

estimated. 

This leads to the following conclusion. The PSI register is nor an accurate indicator of the supply of new 

pharmacists to the labour market in Ireland. lt would appear that it conrains an overestimate because a 

significant number of those who are registered are working outside Ireland. Therefore, it would be a high

risk strategy, and would probably be incorrect, to use the register for projecting future supply, since this 

assumes that the UK is a genuine source of new pharmacists to Ireland. Another conclusion is that there is 

not an accurate source of employment growth of pharmacists in Ireland. (See Tables 1 .1 and 4.3, where 

difference in estimates are highlighted). 

3.3 Age Distribution of Pharmacists 

The age distribution of pharmacists, particularly those operating in the community sector, has received 

considerable comment in earlier manpower reports. The very clear profile was of a profession that was 

agemg. From this, the conclusion was drawn that, as a result of natural wastage, the existing output of 

pharmaCIStS may be insufficient in the future. This skewed age profile has emerged for a number of reasons. 

The most Important is that labour shortages and the very high proportion of owner/managed retail ourlets 

meant that older pharmacists tended to work \Yell beyond retirement age. The generally non-physical nature 

of the work meant this was possible. In latter years, the difficulties being experienced in gaining entry ro 

college mean that family busmesses cannot be transferred between generations. Thus, the older pharmacists 

were requ1red to remain registered. 

The age profile has been changing in recent years. The decline in output which occurred in the 1970s has 

footnotes page 50-52 
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been reversed, the peak which was observed among pharmacists approaching retirement age has begun to 

pass and the much higher levels of registration in recent years have meant a much more even profile has begun 

to emerge. These developments can be seen in an historical context in Appendix 3. These charrs are taken 

directly from Fisher and Corrigan (1992) and show the development of a bimodal profile by 1991. A large 

proportion of older pharmacists remained registered. The changed profile of recent years is clear from Figure 

3.2. There is still somethmg of a peak in the older age groups but the increasing importance of the high 

number of registrations in recent years is evident. 

FIGURE 3.2 Age Distribution of Pharmacists 1998 
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Strong conclusions regarding the future supply of pharmacists should not be drawn from the change in the 

age profile beyond the fact that the number of deaths is unlikely to fall for a number of years yet, but will 

then enter a period of fewer deaths. First, this type of analysis ignores demand. Second, it takes no account 

of conditions in the labour market and the costs that arise from a system that fosters an exrreme profile as 

has been observed in recent years. Third, as indicated above, it gives no indication of the availability of 

pharmacists for employment in Ireland. For reasons previously outlined, this IS particularly imponant among 

younger age groups of registered pharmacists, many of whom do not res1de in Ireland. 

The analysis undertaken in previous studies suggested that this is a relatively minor, eas1ly quannfied and 

temporary problem, which could be solved by incremental changes to the ex iSting pohc1es m relanon to the 

production of qualified pharmacists. This study d1sagrees with th1s mterpreranon and '' h1le observmg that 

age profile is of importance in determining the output required to maintain the reg1ster at, or close to, ItS 

current level, concludes that this misses the point as far as the real issues facing the profession are concerned. 

3.4 Registration by Gender 

In addition ro the overall growth in the reg1ster, the mcreasmg 1mponance of females m the total is nouceable. 

Figure 3.3 shows that the number of females on the register outnumbers the number of males. Female 

registration has increased by over 25% smce 1992 and now accounts for almost 53°lc. of the total. 
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The main cause of this trend is the disparity berween the numbers of males and female graduanng with the 

B.Sc. (Pharm.). In recent years, males have accounted for only about 35°to of students studymg pharmacy m 

Ireland. The fact that males account for close to 50% of overseas registrations tempers the trend somewhat. 

A number of reasons have been suggested to explain why the profession has become mcreasmgly femimsed. 

For example, it is suggested that it is a profession particularly suited ro women since it offers attractive 

working conditions and opportunities for career breaks, particularly in the community sector. Agamst thiS 

explanation is the fact that the community sector remains dominated by men and there are many other 

professions which offer similar conditions but which have nor anracted such high propornons of females. A 

more important explanation is that the very high point requirements for entry to the B.Sc. course in TCD 

determines that there is a higher likelihood of women gaining entry since females tend ro score higher in the 

Leaving Certificate examinations. This is backed up by the observation that overseas registrants are more 

likely to be males- many of these are the children of communiry pharmacists who have failed ro secure a place 

in Trinity and who undertake their studies in the UK. While difficult to quantify, this is clearly a disrornon 

of the choices, which would otherwise be made and there is, as a result, a social cost arising from the high 

points requirement. 

There is a marked difference in the age profiles of males and females. Figure 3.4 shows that males are in a 

substantial majority in older age groups, i.e. over 50, but that most under 50s are females. In fact, 44% of 

males are aged over 50 compared to only 29% of females. At the other end of the profile, 43% of males are 

under 40 compared to 57% of females. The result of this is that, whereas the age profiles of pharmacists in 

general show a levelling off when compared to earlier years, this is not the case for males. As a result, 

pharmacists will increasingly be females in the future. 
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FIGURE 3.4 Gender Breakdown by Age Croup 
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This increasing imbalance in gender has an important implication when estimating rhe supply of pharmacists 

on the basis of PSI registrations. In rhe UK, ir is esrimared rhar a typical newly registered female pharmacist 

will have a working life approximately 60% of her male counterpart. This means rhar a weighting of 0.6 

should be applied ro female registrants. Anecdotal evidence suggesrs rhar rhis facror would be roo low for 

Ireland and rhar, due ro rhe pressures and rewards in the labour marker, women are likely ro work for a higher 

proportion of their lives. However, rhe proportion is nor 100% of rhe male equivalent. 

3.5 Assessment 

The number of pharmacists registered by rhe PSI has been growing quire rapidly in recent years. The source 

of rhe growth is the output of graduates from UK universities who are regisrenng in Ireland. Many of rhese 

are lrish students who were unable ro gain places on rhe B.Sc. (Pharm.) in TCD. However, there ha~ been an 

increasing number of non-lrish pharmacists registered in recent years. The number of reg1srranrs who are 

resident abroad has also risen. The result of this is that rhe register is no longer a good ind1carion of rhe 

number of pharmacists in rhe labour force. 

The other major change has been the more youthful profile of rhe register recently and rhe increasing 

proportion of women pharmacists. Regarding the former, rhe tendency for many recent registrants nor to take 

up employment in Ireland means rhar the labour force is sn ll highly skewed towards the upper age categones 

and the death rate is unlikely ro fall in the near future. The impact of the increased fem1msanon is probably 

nor as great as it would be in rhe UK. This anses from rhe shortage of pharmacists since Irish female 

pharmacists would appear ro work for a greater propornon of rhe1r lives rhan rhe1r UK counter-part\. 

These conclusions indicate rhar a straightforward e'\rrapolanon of trends from rhe PSI regl!>ter 1~ msuffic1ent. 

lr fails ro take account of rhe divergence between the regisrer and ~upply, and it fai ls ro account for e'\lstmg 

distortions which mean rhar there is rhe poss1biht} of latent demand for pharmausrs. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Three sectors, which account for the majority of working pharmac1~rs 10 Ireland, are com11.h:rec.l 10 thl\ 

chapter. These are the community/retail sector, the hospitals, mcludmg the health bo.uc.J,, anc.l mc.Ju,tr). A 

number of pharmacists are employed in other secrors such as education, acac.lemu: related re,e.u .. h ,10d 

adminisrrauon. However, the numbers in these sector are small and fairly con~tant. The ftx:u' " on 

examming labour marker conditions in each sector. Thus, whde data on overall number~ cmplo)ed are gl\cn, 

rhe core 1ssue IS the extent ro which the regulated structure of the profes 10n 1mpacts on each \ector. B) domg 

so, some conclusions can be drawn in relation to any costs which may arise from th1~ regulation. Thl\ 

approach also provides the rationale for the main approach adopted in Chapter 5. 

4.2 Community Phannacy 

A total of 1,2 17 outlets and a ratio of 1.1 pharmacists per outlet indicates total employment of approximatel) 

I ,340 in this sector. The fPU estimates that I ,400 pharmacists are employed by this sector and rh1~ f1gure IS 

used in the calculations below. By its size, this sector will inevitably dominate the demand for pharmacists. 

The high level of owner managers means that most pharmacies are family businesse and succe\SIOn is 

favoured. Since the economics of the business often rules out the employment of pharmac1st/managers, this 

reqUires that family members need to graduate. Many, however, cannot obtain the abnormally h1gh points 

required to gain entry to the Trinity College course. As a result, many go to the UK to stud) pharmacy. In 

terms of the manpower available for employment this is an advantage since these people w1ll return to Ireland 

and it means that a place at TCD is available for some other person. 

A d1fferent solution is for the existing pharmacist ro remain in work well after retirement age. The high age 

profile of the PSI has resulted from this to a large extent. This is costly in two respects. First, the wish ro 

reure 1s natural and being compelled to continue working beyond this age is not desirable. Second, older age 

groups will find ir more difficult to be progressive in developing the business. Investment wdl also be 

restricted where succession is uncertain or unlikely, and where revenues are 'guaranteed' through the effective 

restrictions that operate on competition in the sector. Thus, there are forces operating to retain the existing 

trucrure where opportunities to expand the business are not easily available. 

Two other features of the community secror are striking. The first is that although women are in a majority 

in the profession, men continue ro dominate ownership. Men owned 65% of rhe 335 privately owned 

pharmac1es in 1998. It is unclear why men continue to dominate to this extent, but succession customs, where 

male ch1ldren w1ll usually get preference, is probably the reason. The second is that despite the considerable 

need for locums, a a result of the fact that most pharmacies have only one pharmacist available, there is a 

~vere shortage of trained pharmacists available to act as locums. Where they are available, locums are 

u ually people at retirement age. This is indicative of a very tight labour marker since full-rime employment 
i~ ava1lable to any trained person who desires it. 
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The community sector has been experiencing recruitment difficulties, a lthough evidence presented below 

concludes that other sectors are unable to compete with the community sector in anracting graduates. The 

Irish Pharmaceutica l Union (IPU), which represents pharmacists in the community sector, produces guidelmes 

for remuneration of employed pharmacists. These are given in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Remuneration Guidelines in Community Pharmacies (£p.a.) 

Point Employee Manager " 
I 18,000 1.0,000 
2 19,875 22,000 

3 2 1,750 24,000 

4 23,625 26,000 

5 25,500 28,000 

Source: IPU, General Memorandum o. 6, May 1998 

These rates are based on a 40-hour week. Overtime and the applicable rate after the 5th point has been 

reached are by individual negotiation. It is worth noting that these rates are not high when compared to the 

rates available in the Hea lth Services (See Table 4.2 on page 25). In fact, the revised scale would appear ro 

make the hospital sector more anractive. Assuming that these guidelines are indicat ive of remuneration m 

the community secror, it is clear that starting pay is not the main factor that makes this secror more anractive. 

Either rhe prospect of moving to much higher pay after a few yea rs is relevant, or actual remuneration ts 

higher. In either case, the outcome is that this sector is anractive to graduates, bur that the supply of graduates 

is still insufficient to meet demand. 

The IPU has concluded that a greater supply of trained pharmactsts tS reqmred. The extent of the shortfall 

has not been quantified, but the IPU considers that rhe shortfall in the community secror could be reduced by 

a temporary increase in the numbers available. The IPU IS particularly supporttve of the B.Sc. (Pharm.) taught 

by Trinity College and sees it as very suitable as a preparation for work m the communtty sector. Their 

preference is for this degree ro be expanded. However, there is some concern rhar ir i~ much caster to recrutt 

in the Dublin area rhat in other urban and rural areas. 

The retail sector is likely to undergo considerable change in the near future as a re ulr of rhe growth of 

multiples. The developmenr of rhe multiples IS nor effecrtvely resrncted by the contract provtslons, ~mce the) 

can operate without the GMS by carrymg a w1de range of product' and operanng on low margin . The longer 

opening hours and stricter employment practice~ in the~e \tores wtll mcrease the demand for pharmactst~. 

The restrictions are likely to help some lrish-owned pharmac1es develop along these lme~, but the) will not 

protect what are often the most profitable line in smaller outlets. 
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4.3 The Hospital Sector 

The conclusion drawn is that the health sector is unable to compete cffecnvel) "Ith the wmmunin ~ecror m 

the market for pharmacists. Two strategies have been adopted to deal "1th thi~. First, a nu m her of thr 

existing posts have been upgraded. Pharmacists employed in the secwr operate under a 4 C.rade S)'\tem: 

Pharmacist, Senior Pharmacist, Chief 11 Pharmacist ,tnd Chief I PharmaciSt. There IS also a student 

pharmacist grade. The number of posts in each grade in hospital~ IS a~ follow : 

Pharmacist 37 

Senior Pharmacist 105 

Chief 11 Pharmacist 28 

Chief I Pharmacist 13 

Upgrading and some other improvements in entitlements and m conditions may help m the retention of 

existing pharmacists since it effectively offers actual promotion or opportunities for promotion. Pharmacists 

within each grade operate within multi-point pay scales. The second strategy adopted by the Department of 

Health and Children has been to increase these scales and allow entry at a point above the base level. Basic 

grade entrants will now enter at the 6th point on the scale (£23,995 p.a.). In the period January 1997 to July 

1998, the following increases were sanctioned.'' 

Table 4.2 Revised Pay Scales (£) in Hospital Pharmacy 

PharmaCISt 

Semor Pharmacist 

Ch1ef 11 

Ch•ef I 

Minimum Points 

jan '97 

15,434 

25,702 

28,983 

31,851 

July '98 

17,066 

28,419 

32,048 

35,221 

Source: Department of Health and Children 

Maximum Points 

jan '97 

25,702 

28,983 

31,852 

34,954 

July '98 

29,766 

33,567 

36,891 

40,480 

With mcreases in the region of 15% in this period, this is clearly a costly approach. It also opens the 

pos~Jbiiities for claims in respect of existing relativities, for example, with paramedics. However, there is lirtle 

reason to suggest that these increases will achieve the desired outcome. The problem is that this approach does 

not mcrease the number of trained pharmacists in any way. Even if the source of the problem is seen as an 

mab1hty to compete with the community sector, then this is not a solution since the community sector operates 

under much less rigid reward guidelines and can respond flexibly and effectively to any such changes. In 

summary, the problem is one of limited supply that cannot be solved by incremental changes in pay scales. 

The~c changes should not be seen as a solution to the severe staffing problems in the sector. 

footnotes page 50-52 
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The level of rewards in rhe hospital sector, compared to retail pharmacy, was idenrified by all inrerviewees as 

a very 1mporranr factor underlying rhe recruitment difficulties being experienced in hosp1rals. However, a 

number of orher issues also emerged which suggest rhar the sector is experiencing critical problems even where 

posts are filled, and that simply increasing salaries would not solve the problems. 

• Relations between the Department of Health and Children and Pharmacists appear ro be coloured by 

a perception thar the Deparrmenr is either unaware of, or unwilling to act in response ro, rhe shorrage 

of pharmacists and unfilled posts. This is compounded by rhe perception that the Deparrmenr is 

willing to allow non-pharmacists increasingly to underrake activmes that had prev1ously fallen within 

the role of the pharmacist. 

• Provisions in the Community Pharmacy conrracr and the condition of 3 years expenence before being 

allowed ro manage a pharmacy means that even where pharmacists are attracted ro hospitals they 

often view it as an apprenriceship before qualifying for rhe rewards of retailing. 

• The sysrem, whereby only rhe Local Appointments Commission ar irregular meetings can make 

appoinrmenrs, and rhe practice of maintaining pharmacists in temporary positions have greatly 

undermined rhe security and attractiveness of the job. 

• Shortages mean thar many full-rime pharmacists are unable to rake regular breaks and hol idays. In 

addition ro rhe lack of furrher training facilities - which IS mostly the result of shorrages - th1s is 

reducing morale among those in employment. 

• The training given in the TCD course appears ro be somewhat inappropriate as a preparation for work 

in hospitals. If greater numbers of pre-registration graduates could be encouraged ro work m hosp1tals 

it might help. However, in the many hospitals where there is only J pharmac1sr, the poss1biltnes ro 

offer instruction are very limited. The best solution would appear to be the provision of a degree 

where supervised training within a hospital setting is given as parr of rhe under-graduate rrammg. 

• Certain adminisrranve requiremenrs, which would formally set our rhe roles and responsibilities of rhe 

hospital pharmacist, are lacking. This risks undermining the quality of care given ro hosp1tal panenrs 

and allows ad hoc changes where the work is underraken by others. Th1s weakness IS parricularly 

noticeable when compared with the volume of leg1slarion governing the role of rhe communtry 

pharmacist. 

Many of rhese issues go beyond the number of pharmacists available. Together, rhey combme with rhe overall 

sho rrage ro ensure rhat rhe mosr senous impacr of under supply 1s bemg felr m rhe hosp1ral sector. Due ro the 

fact rhat patients arc often undergoing critical ca re, substitution IS nor demable, and the sector lack~ the 

commercial and legislative protection enjoyed by the community ~ector. Wh1le an mcrease m ~uppl' IS 

obviously required, it is unlikely to solve all these problems. However, 11 doe\ appear rhar a considerable 

change in rhe conditions rhar pertain in rhe labour market for pharmac1~t\ 1\ a pre-cond1t10n for any eff~me 

solution to the serious problems bemg faced by this ~ecmr. 
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4.4 Industry 

The majority conclusion of interviewees is that manufactunng andusrry has nm e '\pcncm:ed dctrtmcnral 

effects from the shortage of pharmacists due to the avaalabahry of QPs. Manufactunng firms abo vaew the 

proposed new Pharmaceutical Chemistry course in UCC very favourably. llowcver, a particular area of 

concern relates ro the long-term fall off in science at second level. ChemiMry a~ a Leavang Cernficate suh)ect 

has declined from 10,287 students in 1987 to 7,669 in 1997. This could cause skill shortages an the future. 

However, this was not a unanimous view. A number of firms are engaged in R&D and the volume of fmished 

products being produced has increased. These firms are reporting shortages, and have been advertising 

abroad." Some firms have also suggested that plans for development have been altered as a result of the 

non-availability of pharmacists. 

The picture is therefore complicated. The under-supply of pharmacists has not been an insurmountable 

problem for most firms. However, if the Irish pharmaceutical industry is to develop into higher value-added 

activities and become more embedded into the economy, demand for pharmacists will increase. It cannot be 

concluded that the shortage of pharmacists has prevenred this development to date due to the overwhelming 
•• 

importance of Irish corporation tax provisions in determining the growth of manufacturing m Ireland. The 

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment asserts that the situation in the labour market for 

pharmacists has nor inhibited the development of the industry in Ireland. Neither can it be concluded that a 

major increase in the supply of pharmacists will induce firms to develop these functions. However, the supply 

of skilled workers is certainly a prerequisite for the development of R&D and finished product functions. The 

IDA are increasingly concentrating on targeting finished product firms and a shortage of pharmacists would 

be likely to inhibit this policy. Furthermore, there may be reason to believe that the shortage of pharmacists 

places smaller and newer companies at a disadvantage. This may be one part of the explanation why the 

industry has not spun-off new start-up operations in the way the electronics industry has done. 

In the course of third party consultations some industry representatives stated that the B.Sc. (Pharm.) was not 

appropriate to their needs. It was stated that the TCD approach, while improving in recent years, is still 

onenred towards subjects that are better suited to post-graduate research than employment in industry. It was 

suggested that it could be useful to involve industry more in course review, from the point of view of meeting 

industry's needs more closely. 

The ampact of the shortage of pharmacists on Irish industry also differs from other sectors in that it has been 

pos~ible, in most cases, to substitute for the non-availability of graduates. As a result, the impact of the 

shortage, whether in terms of restricting the development of industry or in terms of the impact on patient care 

i dafficult to asse:.s. Strtct legaslation governs the need for a fully qualified pharmacist to be present at the 

daspensmg of medicine, which is usually done on the advice of doctors. However, it certainly does appear 

Mrange, tf not Irrational, that no such legaslation exists when information is being given to doctors, or at the 

producuon of pharmaceuticals. 

footnotes page 50-52 
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4.5 Assessment 

The data in this chapter, and inrerviews with relevanr bodies, indicate that rhe numbers of pharmacists 

currently employed in Ireland are as given in Table 4.3 . Th1s rakes no accounr of unfilled posts. 

Table 4.3 Employment of Pharmacists in Ireland 

N umber %of Total Source 

Community 1400 79.1 IPU 
Hospita ls 158 8.9 HPA 
lndustrr 80 4.5 IPHA 
Irish Medicmes Board 15 0.9 1MB 
O ther 

Tota l 

109 6.6 PSI 

1762 100.0 

The most striking feature of this outcome is rhar the total amounrs to only 66.6% of rhe roral of 2,660 

pharmacists on rhe PSI register in 1998. Some of rhe differences in 1998 data berween thiS rable and Table 

1.1 can be explained due to non-registration with rhe IPU or the HPA. However, rh1s does nor resolve all rhe 

difference and no explanation is pur forward. Of rhe PSI roral, 27 were retired and 527 did not supply any 

information on where they are working. The other main differences were h1gher estimates for communtry 

and hospital employment. 

The community secror operates in a highly protected environmenr. As a result, 1t has rhe opportunity ro 

attract what pharmacists are available. However, skill shortages srill exist. The sector has an ownership 

profile that results in some strengths and some weaknesses. In an effort ro develop irs role, rhe Oepartmenr 

of Health and Children has concluded a conrracr ro govern participation in rhe GMS. A number of 1ssues 

arise as a result of this contracr, nor least of which is its potenrial and real1mpacr on recru1rmenr conditions 

in other sectors in the context of severe labour shortages. The overall result is thar simply mcrea~mg rhe 

number of graduates may have a limired impact on other sectors as demand m rhe communtt} sector w1ll rise 

and the sector is likely to be able ro offer the rewards thar would attract graduates. This has important 

implications since it suggests that rhe impact of any feasible increase in graduare ourpur, wh1le posiuve, w1ll 

be somewhat limited. As a resulr, the full benefits of an mcrease in ourpur would be obtamed only 1f \\lder 

changes to rhe factors rhar determine condiuons in rhe labour marker were 1mplemenred. 

There are considerable problems m rega rd to pharmaciSt m rhe Health Services. Wh1le rhe role has become 

increasingly more sophisticated, there is clear evidence that work prev1ously undertaken hy pharmac1~r\ I'> 

now being routinely assigned ro o rhers. Thus, rhe somewhat unusual siruar1on hJ Jnsen where r1~:hr 

legislation ensures rhar pharmacists are present ar the d1 pensmg of med1cme~ and other products in rhe 

community, but no such certainties exist in ho~pirals where the rec1pienr is often m J more u1ucal condmon. 

Furthermore, there are many occasions where the role can save considerable e'pense bur rhese are bemg 
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foregone through lack of staff and faci lities. However, money is not the crucial element 111 th1~ ~itu,mon ,1nd 

it appears that it may not be a solution either. The increase in salary scales appear~ unhkcl) to h,l\C the 

de ired effect and further movements along these lines arc nor a solunon. 

There is also evidence of demoralisation adding to the difficulties being c'penenced 111 reta111111g ~taff. The 

fai lure w fill posts and pressure on staff employed, in addition to the practice of employ111g valuable ~raff on 

short-term contracts, has retarded the development of the profession in the hospitals. The Situation IS such 

rhar some form of short-term remedial initiative is required ro avert a crisis while more profound measures 

are being implemented. The problem with confirming appoinrments, which conrnbures ro the difficulnes 111 

retaining and developing staff, is administrative and needs action. The behaviour of staff has also been 

affected by shortages. This is seen in the overa ll number of hours being worked, the particular ea e of women 

in hospitals who, in general, would wish ro reduce the number of hours worked and in the u e of parr-rime 

staff who have exceeded the retirement age. Thus, any projection of requirements in this secror must rake 

account not only of the obviously unfilled positions, but also of the considerable excess demand that rema111s 

latent. 

A loo er labour market would allow changes in the work practices of current employee and development of 

the profession. On this basis, it does nor seem excessive to estimate that the secror could ab orb in the region 

of 100 extra staff. Most of these are required immediately, the remainder would be absorbed as the sector 

adjusted ro the new conditions of the labour market. llowever, it must be reiterated that simply increasing 

output by this number would do little to relieve the pressure in the sector as it would remain non-competitive 

in attracting staff. Thus, in the absence of a range of measures, many of which cannot be implemented until 

staff shortages are reduced, the sector requires a labour marker with a supply, sufficient ro ensure marker 

clearing, before it can arrract the staff it needs. 

The Irish pharmaceutical industry ha grown rapidly, but has not developed in an ideal manner. Efforts are 

underway to develop more value-added activities in Ireland. For this to be successful, a greater supply of 

pharmacists will be required. The distribution side of the healthcare industry is also a potential employer of 

pharmacists. There is no indication that there are harmful economic costs from the sho rtage of pharmacists 

although there may be an impact on the quality of patient care. The importance of this sector is rhar it is a 

porennall)· large source of employment, if a reduction in the salaries rhar pharmacy graduates can command 

could be ach1eved. In summary, pharmacists are getting jobs elsewhere, bur would get employment in 

industry 1f more were available, even if industry retained its current structure. 

The analysis 111 rh1s chapter shows rhar ir is nor possible ro confirm rhe employment in Ireland of up to 900 

of the pharmac1 r~ reg1 rered w1rh the PSI in 1998. Therefore, it is clear rhat total registration with the PSI 

and annual changes 111 the numbers entering the register should not be used in any exercise which aims ro 

identify the S1ruano11 111 regard to the availability of pharmacists ro fill opportunities which arise. This is 

before any account is taken of the very different abi lities of the variou sectors to attract pharmacists. This 

condu\1011 provides rhe rationale for rhe approach taken in Chapter 5 which moves beyond the arithmetic 

c.llcul.nions used 111 prev1ous manpower studies. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The aim of the projections m this chapter is to identify the supply of trained pharmaCIStS required each year 

to achieve a specified condition in the labour marker. Previous studies have projected requirements by 

identifymg the number of graduates requ1red to replace pharmacists leaving the professiOn over some future 

period. !o I lowever, for the purposes of this study, this approach is inadequate for a number of reasons. 

First, ir assumes that the existing outcome produced by the labour marker for pharmaCISts is acceptable, 1f not 

ideal. Thus, the projections are designed to maintain this performance. The implicit assumption is that any 

increase beyond rh1s number would risk creating a situation of over-supply and would imply a waste of 

resources. There are reasons, as derailed below, to believe this assumption is incorrect. In fact, existing 

conditions in the labour marker are far from ideal and may result in substantial costs ro the lnsh economy. 

Second, an approach that concentrates exclusively on aggregate conditions has assumed that an homogenous 

labour ma rker exists throughout the pharmacy profession. Chapter 4 showed rhar th1s is nor the case and 

tha t a secroral approach is required. In addinon, there is evidence that account must be taken of the d1fferenr 

conditions which exist in Dublin when compared ro other areas. Third, earlier studies ignore the fact that 

many potential employers and school-leavers entering university alter their decisions as a result of the effects 

of conditions in rhe labour market for pharmacists. As a result, it cannot be inferred that the current level of 

employment is equivalent to the total number of pharmacists that employers would ideally w1sh ro engage. 

In addition, rhe distortions introduced ro the labour marker as a result of these features mean that the 

individuals entering rhe profession may nor be those most ideally suited ro rhe job. The costs associated w1rh 

this are explored further in Chapter 6, bur the implication is rhar rhe costs as ociared wirh rhe risk of over 

supply may be substantially less that rhe costs of allowing current marker conditions to continue. As a result 

of these arguments, it is important that the analysis extends ro ach1evmg a parncular balance m rhe labour 

marker, rather rhan relying totally on an extrapolation of rhe conditions that would maintain rhe ex1srmg 

outcome. 

Three alternative labour marker outcomes are projected. lr is important ro avoid characrensing the e 

outcomes as being equivalent to projections based on three ers of alternative assumpnon givmg a h1gh, low 

and intermediate type result. To do so would suggest a rationale, based on probability, m favour of accepnng 

the intermediate outcome as the mosr likel). Th1s is nor rhe case, as these projectiOns are not based on 

alternative assumptions about demand. In facr, overall demand forecast are held con rant, al though rhe 

definition of demand is widened m the rh1rd scenano. Thus, ach1evmg any parncular market outcome 

depends on ly on decisions in regard ro the supply of pharmac1srs ro be achieved each year. 

The three market outcomes are: 

1. Existing labour market outcome. This projection startS with the balance currently observed and sets our the 

supply of graduates and rhe condmons that will be reqUired ro mamtam thi~ outcome. 

2. Full employment. Th1s 1denrifies the supply which would result in a labour marker where currently ex1 nng 

positions are filled but where graduanng pharmaciStS have cerramt} of employment and retam considerable 

marker power. This implies a rran fer of wealth to pharmacy graduates, but resul~ in an o~eralllo of 

welfare. 
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3. Competitive Labour Market. This projection identifies the supply required to bring about market 

clearing. This would allow a loosening of the labour market and, consequently, would allow potential 

employers to alter the practices that they have adopted in response to the shortage that has existed. 

5.2 Existing Labour Market Outcome 

If it is assumed that the existing outcome is acceptable, then a straightforward extrapolation of trends 

indicates the optimum supply required. Assume that demand in the community sector is going to rise at 2% 

per annum, which is about the rate of increase in community employment over recent years. This would mean 

an increase of about 35 pharmacists per year just to keep the market outcome approximately as it is at the 

moment. Assuming recent trends are indicative of the next decade, then registrations will be approximately 

as follows. 

In the period 1995-98, the average annual changes to the register of pharmacists were: 

Registration of Irish ex-TCD 50 

Registration of Irish ex-UK 78 

Registration of non-lrish ex-UK 37 

Other registrations 10 

Subtractions 65 

Tnis gives a net annual increase of 110 on the register. As a result of the move to a 4-year degree course, there 

will be no output from UK universities in the year 2000. As a result, registration in 2001 will total 60. In 

2002, Irish ex-TCD registration will increase tO 70. Assume that this increase reduces the annual number of 

Irish graduating from the UK by JO. There are 626 assistants on the register and these are confined to older 

age groups. Assume this number will be reduced to 326 by 2010. Pharmacists must fill these positions. or 

all foreign graduates work in Ireland. While it is difficult to determine exacrly the numbers involved, let us 

a sume that 75% of Irish people who graduate from the UK and 50% of other foreign graduates who register 

m Ireland rake up employment in Ireland. The net effect of this would be an increase of 460 in the number 

of pharmac1srs available for employment in Ireland up to 2010. This is 75 more than the number of extra 

community place . The net effect would be to keep the labour market in much the same equilibrium as at 

pre em. Thu~, the increase in the number of places at TCD to 70 is sufficient to achieve this outcome. 

However, 1t does not relieve the pressures that currently exist." 

There are many problems with accepting this type of calculation as the basis on which plans for future output 

~hould be based. Fir t, for the many reasons discussed elsewhere in this report, the existing outcome is not 

appropriate. All sectors have been experiencing long-term difficulty in finding sufficient numbers of 

pharmac1~ts to fill posts. Returns to graduates have risen and demand for school leavers to get places on 

degrees course has pushed entry requirement beyond what could be considered a realistic level. 
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Second, although some sectors have found a way around this - through long working hours and a long 

work10g life 10 the commumty sector or through substitution in industry - this does nor mean that there are 

nor soc1al co rs as result of this distortion. Third, there are direct costs arising from rhe shonage. For 

example, there may be a restriction on services in the hospital sector and a possible constraint on development 

10 10dusrry. In addition, rhe burden of shortage does nor fall evenly. As a result, some potential employers 

are findmg it 10creas10gly difficult ro recruit or retain staff while returns elsewhere are pushed up. This can 

only result in either a deterioration of service or higher costs for consumers. Finall y, there are reasons to 

conclude that the PSI register is nor a good indicator of the available supply of labour. This immediately 

undermines the totals available from this source. In addition, this divergence appears to be increasing as 

interna tional movement, particularly between the UK and Ireland, is increasing. A further effect of this is that 

the apparent rejuvenation of the register in terms of the age profile of pharmacists, is an exaggeration, 

a lthough the profile has improved from a few years ago. 

5.3 Full Employment Outcome 

There are clearly unfilled positions for pharmacists and developments which can be identified will have an 

impact on demand in coming years. Chapter 4 identified that there were 29 posts in hospitals currently 

unfilled. Research indica tes a need for other posts that would be created if there was a prospect of filling 

them. lr concluded that up to 100 more pharmacists were required in rhe next few years. The number 

required in hospitals has grown rapidly over the past decade and it is generall y considered that th is trend is 

ongoing. Therefore, it does not appear excessive to suggest the sector will require 150 more pharmacists than 

are currently employed in the year 2010. 

The position in industry is nor so clear since the sector has been able to alter its st ructure ro accommodate 

rhe shortage. Things are now changing with firms increasingly involved in areas w here substitution is nor 

possible. The evidence for this is that many are advertising in foreign publications and a re interested in 

developing rhe educational facilities currently available. It is difficult to say whether or nor the IDA strategy 

of targeting finishing operations will be successful. However, an open approach is required to ensure that the 

strategy will nor be retarded by the shortage, even if the more aggressive approach taken with other sectors, 

whereby the education system produced tra ined graduates in anticipation of economic growth, is nor adopted. 

A minimalist approach would still suggest that demand in this sector wi ll increase substantially over current 

very low levels. Thus, it is likely that in the region of 200 more pharmacists would be required, even 1f the 

TDA strategy is only partly successfu l. 

The situation in the community sector can be gauged from the volume of advertising described in Table 2.3. 

This showed that in the final quarter of 1998, there were 20 posts in community pharmacy in Ireland 

advertised in one UK journal. Many of these were advertised more than once. At a minimum, this suggests 

tha t close to 100 positions were unfilled in Ireland last year. Demand in the sector is a lso likely ro grow as 

described above by about 35 per year, before any likely developments are taken into account. 
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These developments are difficult to gauge, bur implementation of Clause 9 of the 1996 agreement and the 

changes in retailing which are having a major impact wi ll increase demand. lr is nor unreasonable to assume 

that the ratio of pharmacists to pharmacies will increase in response to these changes. If the ratio were to 

increase ro 1.25 from 1.1, this sector would require approximately 200 extra pharmacists. 

These developments indicate that an extra 650 pharmacists will be required over and above those already 

identified in Section 5.2, if positions are nor to be left unfilled. The assumptions underlying this estimate are 

quire minimal and are on the basis of shortages and trends which already exist. To achieve this increase, an 

extra 60 graduates per year are required. If rhe number of graduates of foreign universities registering in 

Ireland were to continue to increase at recent rates, and these graduates were to rake up employment in 

Ireland, then this might be achieved. However, the generally improved employment situation in Ireland could 

actually reverse some of the increases in the number. Thus, it appears reasonable to assume that the number 

Will level at around its current level. Furthermore, the apparent non-availability of many foreign registrants 

for work in Ireland means rhar it is difficult to see that the number would increase sufficientl y to supply this 

requirement. Additionally the change to a 4-year course will further tighten an already right UK labour 

marker in coming years. 

Table 5.1 Total Number of Extra Graduates Required up to 2010 to Maintain 'Full Employment' Outcome 

Hosp1tals ISO 

Industry 200 
Community 300 
Total 650 

Th1 analysis suggest the need for an increased output of Irish graduates over coming yea rs just to fill existing 

vacanc1es and meet rhe increases in demand that appear very likely to materialise. It certainly appears likely 

rhat an increase in the region of 50 extra graduates per annum is required, with some increases in the 

ava1lab1liry of graduates from the UK supplying the remainder. At rhis rate, the overall number should be 

~uffic1ent ro fill advertised positions, with no reason to expect that graduates would be unable to find 

employment. 

5.4 Competitive Labour Market 

The ma10 cmici m that 1 likely to be levelled at rhe previous section is thar the rrends which are identified 

mJ) be remporary and the assumpuon~ wh1ch underlie rhe calculations in Section 5.2 may not be appropriate. 

11 thi' were correcr, an 10crease along the lines suggested would lead to over-supply. The argument put 

forward 10 rh1~ ~ectlon 1 thar rhis i~ an extremely unlikely ourcome as ir ignores the actual condirions which 

perta10 10 the labour marker for pharmacists and arises from an over concentration on the purely arithmetic 
approach to undcr)tand10g the Sltuauon. 
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It is imporranr ro be clear about the definition of full employment used in Section 5.3. Ir simply means a 

siruarion where all pharmacists are employed, bur there are no adverrised positions lefr unfilled in rhe long 

term. This differs from the way in which the term is usually meant. Normally, economists speaking of full 

employment envisage a situation where, at any point in time, a small percentage, perhaps 3-5% , of both 

suppliers and employers of labour are active in the labour market. In orher words, there will be 3-5% 

unemployment while a similar percentage of positions are temporari ly unfilled. This allows 'room' for rhe 

labour marker ro operate efficiently. It ensures positions are filled, jobs a re available and neither suppliers 

nor employers have the marker power to force wages ro consistently rise or fall in real terms. This situation 

is more like the marker-clearing ourcome that would normally be considered ro indicate a competitive labour 

market in equilibrium. 

The costs of the under-supply of pharmacists are direct and clear in the hospital sector. However, even where 

other sectors have changed their behaviour in some way, this does nor mean that there are no costs. Assume 

that there is an increase of 50 per annum in the output of Irish pharmacy graduates, bur that nor all rhe extra 

demand fo reseen materialises. The outcome by a simple arithmetic calculation would suggest an over supply 

and wastage of resources. In fact, rhe actual ourcome would be quire different. Specifically, there would be 

some loosening of the labour market and, possibly, a reduction in the salaries which new graduates would 

command. H owever, th is does nor imply that pharmacy graduates would be unable ro find employment. It 

is known that in the region of 450 people currently on rhe register are over retirement age. Similar numbers 

will reach reti rement age over the next few years. Many of these continue ro work because replacements 

cannot be found. Many female pharmacists work long hours, particularly in the hospital secror. A grea ter 

avai lability would make it possible for these pracrices ro be altered. In industry, rhe trend whereby many 

hundreds of positions, which had been filled by pharmacists in the past, bur for which cheaper employees have 

been recruited, would become available, if rhe cost of employing pharmacy graduates was reduced. The effect 

of taking these developments into account is that the dangers of over-supply would be greatly reduced. 

Instead the labour market for pharmacists would begin ro operate more as a free market allowing some of 

the distortions of the past to be undone. 

There would be some other important benefits also. The main one would be a fall in the competition for 

places in pharmacy courses. This would nor imply any real reduction in rhe competency of srudenrs. In fact, 

many interviewees, including the PSI and Trinity College, accepted that a lower entry requirement level could 

result in more suitable students coming into pharmacy. 

There are other important supply side implications rhar need ro be taken into account also. The pro,is1on of 

extra places in pharmacy in Irish universities will reduce the number of Irish srudymg pharmacy in UK 

universities for two reasons. First, some of the students who would othef\YISe go ro the UK would fill the 

places on rhe new course. Second, an extra course would lead to some reduction in the points reqUirement 

for the B.Sc. (Pharm.). As a consequence, pharmacy would lose some o f ItS ' prestige cour e' attraction, 

leading ro a further fall. Some of the students who would have gone to the UK would gam places m TCD. 

This displacement would not be 100%, bur it does mean that an extra 50 Irish graduates IS unlikely ro mean 

rhat the number of pharmacists entering the workforce each year would rise by 50. 
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A further important point to consider is the need to relieve the situation in the hospitals. A simple arithmetic 

calculation fails to take account of the fact that the secwr is unable to compete for sufficient numbers of 

pharmacists. Thus, in order for vacancies w be eliminated and for the sector to be allowed develop, a 

situa tion is required where there is sufficient supply, after the demands of the community and industry sectors 

have been met. 

These arguments imply that the projections in Section 5.3 are more likely to achieve the minimum required 

to prevent the current situation deteriorating even further, rather than lead to a situation of over-supply. What 

these arguments show is that the decision on the number of pharmacy graduates required is nor a precise and 

narrow balance. The insufficient output of the past has led ro a labou r market, which is so distorted that it 

requires a major change in supply conditions for these distortions to be removed. In fact, as argued in the 

next chapter, changes in supply alone are unlikely to be sufficient to undo these distortions. As a result, while 

nor all the benefits of a competitive marker are likely to be realised, the danger of over supply is also reduced 

even further. 

5.5 Summary 

The keys to understanding the argument in this chapter and the importance of this market-clearing analysis 

are the descriptions of marker outcomes and the latent demand for pharmacists identified in previous 

chapters. Conclusions based on existing employment levels take no account of latent demand. The 

suppression of this latent demand is a distortion of the market and represents a loss of economic welfare. A 

much looser labour market than currently exists would be required to translate this latent demand into actual 

demand. 

The 1mportanr implication of accepting that market distortions and latent demand exist is that excess supply 

of graduates could occur in any meaningful way only if the conditions identified in the final scenario were 

C'\ceeded. Excess supply will nor result from a miscalculation of the much finer balance between the first rwo 

outcome , and IS a remote possibility given the sort of increase 10 graduate output identified. In fact, even an 

mcrease 10 the reg1on of 50 per annum may be msufficient to overcome the problems being experienced in 

~ome ecror~. 
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6.1 The Misallocation of Talent 

The result of rhe d1sparity ber.veen the entry requ1remems of the B.Sc. (Pharm.) and the mimmum ability 

requ1red ro ucce sfully undertake the study is that pharmacy has been arrracring school-leavers that are very 

highly qualified m terms of their Leavmg Cernflcate. performance. Wh1le this increases the probability that 

there will be intelligent pharmacists produced, it is a very costly situation from a welfare point of view. There 

a re two aspects ro rh1s. First, there 1s an increased risk rhar many of these students will be unfulfilled by rhe 

demands of the course and subsequent career. The PSI has expressed concern at the level of instances of 

disaffection and demoralisation in the profession even though the rewards are good. Clearly, people are being 

attracted ro rhe profession because they have enough points. The 1dea that 'points should nor be wasted' by 

accepting a course for which there are lower points requirements is widespread, bur seriously erroneous. 

The second loss arises from a resource allocation perspective. Murphy, Shleifer and Vishny ( 1991) d1vide 

economic activity into rent seeking and production" . Rent seeking acnvmes are concerned solely with rhe 

distribution of welfare; production is wealth creating. Their analysis used the number of lawyers as an 

indicator of rent seek ing activity and the number of engineers as an indicator of entrepreneurship. Not 

surprisingly, economies with a greater proportion of lawyers tended ro grow slower than those countnes with 

more engineers. However, incentives exist 111 modern economies for the most able people m an economy to 

become rent-seekers rather than entrepreneurs. This is often expenenced in business where the most able 

people are arrracted ro financial markers rather than production. What is happening is that the mcentives are 

allocating talent in a sub-optimal manner. 

Fingleton (1994) has applied this analysis ro the Irish economy and argued that where rhe level of competition 

is weak, the opportunities for rent seeking behaviour, and rhus the incentives, are greate/'. There is a clear 

case of this type of situation created in relation to pharmacy. Regulation has created a sector with high 

returns, bur high entry requirements. The only people gaining entry are those of high ability. While they earn 

high rewards, this is partly a transfer from the rest of the economy. In effect, the talents of these people are 

being under-utilised, although rhe rewards are at the level these people's talents would command on an open 

marker. This type of misallocation imposes a cost on the economy. 

6 .2 The Regulation of Community Pharmacy 

6.2.1 The 'Quality of Care' Argument 

The main rationale pur forward for the resmcnons on compennon introduced m the 1996 reforms wa that 

it is necessary ro protect rhe markers and mcomes of pharmacy owner . This was reqUired ro allow them ro 

develop rhe quality of rhe service they offer a~ commumty health care profesSIOnals, along the lines laid down 

by the Department. However, this argument IS open to question. f-o r example, it is not clear why quality 

should be improved by ensuring that there is no local competitiOn. There are also a number of •mporrant 

distortions mrroduced by this agreement wh1ch have effects \~Jder than the commun•ty sector. 

The community pharmac1sr does not operate m a free marker s•ruanon even w1thour the 1996 agreement. For 

example, many re mcnons apply in respect of the quannty of med1cmes which can be sold to any indiVIdual, 
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sales are dependant on the recommendations of non-associated other professionals and 'be t before' dares are 

strict. In addition, pharmacists will usually be expected to supply advice and other services free of charge. 

Clause 9 of the 1996 Contract is an attempt to develop these activities. However, the outcome of the 

negotiations rhat resulted in the contract introduced a number of restrictions only vaguely connected With the 

original aim. These have formalised rhe high degree of protection afforded rhe sector. 

In effect, the agreement is one which argues rhar the way to improve quality of service is to reduce quantity. 

One clear lesson from the Irish economy in recent years is that this approach is wrong. The way to improve 

quality is either to allow the marker to determine the provider of besr service or to regulate for qualit y. The 

latter is rhe correct approach in the case of community pharmacies given the strategic interest of the 

Department of Health and Children in achieving a particular outcome and the important informational 

asymmerries that exist in regard to consumers' knowledge of the products. 

There are important manpower implications arising from this. The net effect is likely ro be to keep the 

number of pharmacies constant, except in certain areas where no pharmacy service previously existed, bur ro 

increase the demand for pharmacists ro meet increasing demand for services. By increasing the returns in the 

sector, there is an even greater danger that it will place further restraints on the ability of other sectors to 

compere for labour. This means that rhe sector will have a considerable ability to absorb any increase in the 

output of pharmacists and will, effectively, have a first call on any increase. This is particularly the case if the 

TCD degree is expanded since it appears ro be particularly suited ro the requirements of this sector. 

6.2.2 The ' Protecting Strategic interests' Argument 

A second argument in favour of restricting entry ro the community sector has recently been forwarded (Hoban 

I999). This identifies an interest of society in general arising from rhe protection of rhe ownership structure 

currently existing. Basically it relies on an argument rhar locally owned pharn1acies are in rhe interests of 
• soc1ety. 

The structural model of the sector adopted by Hoban is described in Chapter 1 above. Hoban identifies rwo 

problems arising from this particular structure. First, the large, profitable, Class A pharmacies could fall into 

rhe owner hip of, mostly UK based, multiples who have the financial power to acquire rhese outlets. Second, 

and largely as a .:on equence, Class C pharmacies will be squeezed out while Class B pharmacies will find 

their margms squeezed. He argue rhar rhe measures introduced in the contract, which effectively limit the 

number of pharmacies, will avoid this situation.:• 

If b.unel'\ exist ro entrance roan industry, rhen the threat of entry is consequently low. Thus those who participate 

tn the mdustl) are ltkcly, generally, ro earn better than average profits because of these barriers. Obviously the 

prinCipal barrier to Cntl) to pharmacy 1 I I 52 of I996 and the new contract, which created the opportunity for 

the Jnelopment of the profess1on b> limiting the number of new entrants. This visionary piece of legislation 

crc.ued a commcr.:1al environment where existing profits could be preserved and then invested in rhe long rerm in 

.:ommeroal and profc SIOnal development in rmal security. Having managed ro create rh is scenario, we must now 

ensure that the benef1r IS retamed m the future of the profession and nor in the pockets of shareholders of large 

public compantes, pantcularly m term of Class A and strong Class B ownership. (Hoban, op.cit. p.7) 
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lt is not clear what, or how great, the benefits from having profits accruing to shareholders of smaller 

busine ses - that is, the owners of independent or medium sized chains of pharmacies - rather than 

shareholders in larger companies, will actually be. However, it is possible that there may be some benefits 

from havmg a system of locally owned retail outlets. Thus, the goal of preserving rhe exisnng ownership 

structure may be worth pursuing, a lthough this remains unproven. The problem with rhe argument, which 

utilises rh is rationale, as put forward by Ho ban in favour of rhe 1996 reforms is simply rhar it is wrong. 

To see thi , consider the following. The fear is that larger pharmacies will fall imo the hands of highly efficient 

operator and will crowd our smaller operations. However, the solution bemg proposed is that the already 

viable pharmacies will be made even more va luable. There is no impact arising from rhe 1996 reforms on 

marginally viable pharmacies since no one would wish to start up a pharmacy to compere in such a locality 

anyway. Thus, the impact is greatest in the areas where commercially viable pharmacies operate. In a 

growing, unrestricted marker, there would be opportunities for new entry by independents to compere for rh is 

market. However, the legislation prevents this. This will make the larger Class A pharmacies even more 

profitable and will attract, rather rhan defer, rhe multiples. 

The problem arises due ro a confusion of rhe structure of the industry and the structure of ownership in the 

industry. The legislation effectively consolidates the structure of the industry, although new outlets may well 

appear in previously remote areas. To achieve rhe goal of preserving the ownership srrucrure, the legislation 

would need to address ownership specifically and directly. For example, it could specify that no single legal 

entity could control more than a specified number of outlets or a specified proportion of the industry. This 

approach is the basis of ami-monopoly and ami-trust legislation. However, SI 152 and the 1996 contract do 

precisely the reverse by limiting the number of operators but placing no limits on ownership. 

6.2.3 Other Issues Arising 

There are two further problems, which need to be considered. First, the contract provides the method of 

enforcement on the basis that start-up operations will nor be able to operate without acces to the GMS. 

However, there is a flaw in this argument, rhe full impact of which may only become visible over nme. The 

problem is that rhe bulk of the profits in retail pharmacies are made from products that a re nor covered by 

the GMS and for which no contract is required. However, the full service offered by rhe rradmonal pharmacy 

has provided ir with a competitive advantage in rhe retailing of these items by bringmg potential customers 

on-sire and by providing an air of credibility. However, the large multiples that can employ thear own brand 

names can achieve this credibility and anracr customers through offering a large range of items, often at 

competitive prices. Thus, the contract is no protection again t multiples operating and competing on rhe most 

profitable products in the most desirable locations. 

Second, as a rgued elsewhere in this chapter, this is a major hmarauon on the operanon of the compemave 

market and is rhus disrortionary. There are therefore, costs involved. As stared above, it as not denaed rhar 

there may indeed be important benefits. The problem i thar rhere has been no atrempr to quantify eathcr 

these costs or benefits and it may well be rhe case rhat rhe co rs could ourweagh rhe benefits. In cases where 

restrictions on an otherwise legal economic activity are proposed and amplememed, the onus to show rhe 
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balance of benefits must always be upon those making the proposal rather than those who argue for the 

unfettered operation of the market. This can be done though a quantified evaluation, or by conclusive 

argument where quantification is nor practical. Otherwise, legislat ion risks favouring particu lar groups, to 

the overall detriment of sociery.z-

None of this is an argument for a free market in the pharmacy sector. It is fu lly rea lised that this is nor 

possible for a range of reasons and that many of rhe regulations in the profession are beneficial. For example, 

rhe system which operates in Ireland whereby the Department of Health and Children negotiates wholesale 

prices with the IPHA appears to be a very effective means of counteracting the extreme market power which 

the drug companies would otherwise enjoy in negotiations with individual pharmacists. However, accepting 

that a free market does not operate and is not desirable in all cases does nor preclude the need to present 

conclusive arguments in favour of restrictive legislation such as the 1996 reforms. This has not been done. 

6.3 Market Power and the Labour Market 

The community sector has been shown to be more successful than other sectors in attracting pharmacists to 

employment opportunities. This is despite the fact that it, like other sectors, has been experiencing difficulties 

with recruitment and has the capaciry to absorb many more pharmacy graduates. This competitiveness arises 

from the protected environment in which the sector operates and means the sector has considerable market 

power in the labour market. This has pushed up the rewards earned by qualified employees. The hospital 

sector has uied to compete, but has been unsuccessful, while industry has generally, but nor universally, had 

some success in findings ways around the problem. 

The real impact of this market power would be seen in a situation where resources were applied to increasing 

the output of graduates from Irish universities. The problem, which was identified in Chapter 5, was that 

simply increasing the overall supply would nor necessarily help the hospital sector, although overall conditions 

in the labour market would improve. The communiry sector simply has the capacity ro absorb many more 

pharmacist , while any reduction in the rewards to graduates would be likely ro increase demand from 

mdustry. There are two solutions to this problem, assuming there is a prior increase in output. 

The first soluuon IS that the regulations governing the community sector would be changed to expose it to 

compenuon. The relevant arguments have been discussed in the previous section. This would be the best 

olunon, but it appears unlikely, at this point in time, that it will happen in the near future. The second 

~oluuon IS to ensure that the mcreased output rakes account of the different skills that are required in different 

~ecror . Th1~ could be achieved either through streaming within degree courses, or through rhe provision of 

degrees of equal standmg, bur which d1ffer m orientation. These matters would need to be addressed in any 

future dec1s1on~ m relauon ro the cour~es to be validated. However, it would appear that the current system 

of cour e des.gn :1nd validation, bemg dominated by organisations heavily influenced by the communiry 

\ector. would need e'ammation before final decisions are made. In summary, not only more pharmacy 

graduate , but different pharmacy graduates are required. Failure to take account of these issues would 

greatly reduce the benefits that would result from an increase in output. 
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6.4 Competition and Monopoly in Education 

6.4.1 The Options 

Trinity College Dublin, is the monopoly supplier of pharmacy graduates in Ireland. This posmon is 

underpinned by a legal agreement berween TCD and the PSI. However, it is understood that this agreement 

is being terminated by PSI. Currently no other route of entry is possible for a graduate of an Irish university. 

Any change in this situation requires rwo developments: the creation of a pharmacy degree course at another 

university and the acceptance of graduates onto the PSI register. Some of these issues are rhe subject of a legal 

case. The research undertaken in the preparation of this report indicates that the PSI will be willing ro register 

graduates of such a degree, provided rhe conditions laid down are mer. This means that there will be 

alternative options open ro rhe HEA in deciding on the best way to improve the availability of pharmacy 

graduates. Three courses of action can be envisaged:21 

• A substantial expansion of the numbers at TCD; 

• A new degree at another college; 

• Liberalisation of the sector with an open mind ro future proposals. 

6.4.2 Incremental Change 

The first two options are based on rhe assumption that an increase in the region of 50 graduates per annum 

is sufficient to meet current and future needs. This could be achieved either through an increase in the number 

graduating from TCD or by sanctioning another degree course. As already argued, this increase should not 

merely replicate rhe existing output but should aim to achieve the development of the skills required by sectors 

other than community pharmacy. There is no a priori reason why this means that a new college must be 

involved. A number of issues must be considered in relation to this decision. 

" The degree at TCD is well established and is of a reputable standing. Setting up a new course in a d1fferent 

university would involve considerable costs to bring the academic infrastructure to a similar standard. In 

addition, there are substantial economies of scale possible, such as higher-level administration, library 

facilities, physical infrastructure and some specialised staff. Furthermore, Trinity College has a well

developed research function that contributes ro the standing of the department and the quality of the course 

content. Many of rhese points underlie rhe arguments in favour of single centres of excellence 10 the umvers1ty 

sector. 

Creating an alternative output of graduates would introduce competition into the area of pharmacy 

education. Some notable interviewees indicated a strong preference for competition and the op1mons 

expressed suggest a need to give serious consideration to a range of proposals for rhe future educanon of 

pharmacists. 10 However, there are clearly issues of cost and opportunity cost ro be considered. The issue of 

marginal cost, which might initially appear to favour expansion of rhe TCD output, requ1res much greater 

examination since there may be opportumties to avail of efficienc1es as a result of exisnng related courses 10 

other colleges. Furthermore, cost has to be assessed 10 relanon to the quality and relevance to the curncula 

being provided o r to be provided in the future. 
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Three other points are also important. First, the indication from UCC that it intends to make a proposal has 

had an impact on rhe sector and has coincided with a number of initiatives, for example, the compilation of 

clear accreditation guidelines by the PSI and new course elements in TCD. Second, the arguments in favour 

of smgle centres of excellence are inconclusive. There is a strong argument that competition, in both teaching 

and research, provides powerful incentives and can create a stronger dynamic and more valuable output than 

a smgle provider Situation. Third, there are important regional issues to be considered. The pharmaceutical 

industry is concentrated in rhe Cork region, there is evidence that community pharmacists outside Dublin are 

findang 1t more d1fficult ro recruit and the situation in relation to hospital pharmacy is more acute outside 

Dublin. While 1t should nor be suggested that the location of training in Dublin is either the primary cause 

or rhe mam solution ro these discrepancies, they do strengthen the case for a training facility outside Dublin. 

6.4.3 Liberalisation 

Clearly some ch01ces will always have ro be made in relation ro the optimal volume of graduates. However, 

the policy framework within which these choices are made is important as it can lead to either a restrictive, 

mm1mal1sr approach or a more open approach which is flexible and responds ro needs. The third option is 

ro alter the approach taken ro dare in relation ro pharmacy education. This means starring without pre-set 

ltm1ts in relation ro the number of centres where pharmacists will be trained or what the number of graduates 

will be. Instead, competent educational institutions would be invited ro design and deliver courses fo r which 

there 1s sufficient demand. Ar all times this approach is bounded by the fact that there are limited finances 

and strareg1c decisions must be made. lr cerrainly does not imply any movement towards making public funds 

ava1lable w1thour adequate evaluation. In fact, the need for such governance is increased. The provision of 

courses w1ll also be limited by the ability of institutions ro meet va lidation requirements. 

Adopung th1s approach may be a rational response ro rhe arguments pur forward in Section 5.4 on page 33. 

It also implies an acceptance that rhe arguments which underlie the 'single centre of excellence' approach are 

uncom-mcmg. The main strength of this approach is rhe recognition that there are uncertainties about future 

demand, but that rhe probab1l1ty is rhar current supply will be insufficient to meet requirements. This 

approach would help remove the costs associated with rhe current situation in the labour marker. However, 

as prntou'l) argued, changes m output alone will not overcome all rhe problems. 
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A considerable body of regulation surrounds the educanon, registration, employmenr and professional 

practice of pharmacy in Ireland. This regularory framework has been consrrucred over rhe pasr 125 years. lr 

IS mevirable and proper rhar this profess1on, like many orhers, should operare wirhin righr controls. However, 

there are increasmg ind1carions of difficulties w1rhin rhe secror tn rerms of marching demand and supply and 

in the allocanon of resources as between the communiry and other sectors, which employ pharmacists. 

Exrremely h1gh university enrry requiremenrs and increasmg numbe!"'> of Irish srudenrs travelling abroad for 

trainmg are further indicarions of imbalance. The presenr regulatory regime, ar leasr in part, 1s a contnburorr 

factor ro the currenr situation of imbalance and distortion. 

The PSI register is no longer an accurate indicanon of the number of pharmacists acrually available for 

employmenr in Ireland. However, previous manpower srud1es of the pharmacy profession concenrrared on 

mainraining the PSI register at some particular level. This report argues rhar this is an mappropriate 

approach, which has contributed ro increasingly severe problems in recruitmenr, due to shortage of supply. 

The approach adopted in rhis report concentrates insread on achieving balance in the labour market for 

pharmacists. This approach underlies rhe recommendarions below and recognises that: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The PSI register has become progressively less accurate as an indicator of labour supply, since many 

UK graduates who register do not reside or work in Ireland; 

Recruitment conditions differ, and the impact of labour market shortages has varied, between 

hospitals, industry and community pharmacies; 

There is considerable latent demand in all three secrors; 

The 1996 reforms ro the GMS contract have consolidated the protection of the community sector 

from competition and have increased the ability of th1s sector to compere for the pool of pharmacy 

graduates; 

Existing output capacity (70 per annum from TCD) is probably suffic1enr ro maintatn rhe register at 

its current level, raking inro account rettremenrs and other delenons. llowcver, rh1s is an 

inappropriate target in terms of achieving an opnmal balance between demand and supply; 

• C urrenr trends indicate that at least 50 extra graduates per annum w1ll be reqUired ro fill the position~ 

that will exist in the medium-term. However, Simply respondtng to current trend\ would be an 

insufficient approach ro achieving an optimal balance between demand and supply and the overall 

allocation of resources within the pharmaq sector. Latent demand and the succe s of the 'ommuniry 

sector in attracting a very high proportion of available pharmacist are condttton , which would be 

likely ro frustrate rh1s approach from achieving an opnmal balance of re ourc~; 

• It is cons1dered that rhere 1s lttrle prospect of creanng an mer·suppl} s1ruanon, e\en 1f output were to 

be increased substantially above an extra 50 graduates per annum; 

• In addition ro the need for an 1ncrease in the number of graduate , there is a requ1remcnr for maca~ed 

emphasis on a broader range of skills than arc 'urrenrly prov1ded. A form of 'streamtng' dunng under-
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graduate training could achieve this. For example, by the inclusion of course modules specifically 

designed to meet the needs of hospitals or industry or by formal work placements as part of the 

undergraduate degree. It is considered that this need for a broader range of skills may also be an 

important argument in favour of the development of training course(s) in institution(s) other than 

TCD. There are other arguments in favour of this development also, such as the impetus to higher 

achievement and more responsiveness to the needs of the economy that may be provided by 

competition and need ro overcome some regiona l inequalities in the availability of pharmacists; 

• It is not considered that initiatives to increase the number of graduates in pharmacy alone will be 

sufficient to achieve an optimal outcome. For that ro be achieved there would need to be reform of 

the regularory environment governing the profession so as to eliminate fully all the costs that have 

arisen from the current position of over-regulation of the economic environment within which 

pharmacists are employed; 

• However, improving the current imbalance between demand and supply would represent a 

considerable improvement on present circumstances. Therefore, in the absence of measures ro alter the 

regulatory protections afforded the community sector, an approach to pharmacy education that is 

flexible in response ro demand, with due recognition of cost and quality parameters, is required. 

These conclusions indicate that the strategic approach of the HEA should be governed by an objective framed 

in terms of achieving an optimal balance between demand and supply and an appropriate a llocation of 

resource~ between the various economic sectors that require qualified pharmacists. Thus, an objective framed 

in terms of minor incremental increases in the number of tra ined pharmacists would be inadequate to 

overcome the problems that exist currently in the labour market for pharmacists. Other important issues, 

such as ensuring that course curricula meet the needs of potential employers and problems of regional 

disparity, also need to be addressed. This recommended approach should be formulated within the over

arching requirements of ensuring that the quality of the training is not compromised and that public 

expenduure evaluation techniques are applied, so as to ensure that scarce educational resources a re being 

deployed effic1ently. 

The following first rep are recommended in order to initiate the proposed strategy: 

• The H1gher Educanon Authonty hould invite derailed proposals from relevant competent third level 

in,ritunon in regard to how ther envisage or would propose to meet the requirements of pharmacy 

education O\er the medmm term. uch proposals should be required to elaborate on: the intended 

throughput of students, the range of ski lls to be developed, the course curricula to achieve this, the 
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• 

reaching resources available and required, the physical capital resources available and required, the 

budgetary implications of the proposal and other relevant material. 

A panel of experts of international standing, including (non-voting) representatives from the main 

sectors of demand for pharmacists in Ireland, should be convened to examine proposed course content 

in terms of academic excellence and relevance to professional needs. In addition, the panel should 

report in relation ro the professional, academic and practical abiliry of proposers to deliver the courses 

proposed as outlined. 

Following this examination of the qualiry of proposed courses and their relevance to meeting the needs 

of the pharmacy sector, a cost-effectiveness evaluation of those proposals that are judged ro meet the 

criteria is deemed necessary. 

It is considered that adopting this proposed course of action would ensure that the projected future manpower 

requirements of the pharmacy sector and the allocation of resources between competing users within the 

sector would be achieved in the most cost-effective manner. 
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Appendix 1: List of External Consultations 

The following were consulted and interviewed during the preparation of this report: 

Ms Leonie Clarke, Irish Pharmaceutical Healthcare Association 

Dr. Desmond Corrigan, Department of Pharmacy, Trinity College Dublin 

Mr. John Devane, Head of Development, Elan PLC 

Ms Ann Duffy, Head Pharmacist, Limerick Regional Hospital 

Mr. Michael Durkan, President, Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland 

Mr. Michael Gleeson, Secretary, Trinity College Dublin 

Mr. Frank Hallinan, Chief Executive, Irish Medicines Board 

Mr. Danny Kelly, Competition Unit, Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment 

Professor John Kelly, Royal College of Surgeons of Ireland 

Ms Anne Magee, Registrar, Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland 

t.lr. Tom McGuin, Pharmacist, Department of Health and Children 

Dr. Tom Mitchell, Provost, Trinity College Dublin 

Profes or A1dan Moran, Registrar, University College Cork 

Mr. ~tan Moran, Director, Irish Business and Employers Confederation 

Professor M1chael Murphy, Department of Pharmacology, University College Cork 

Ms An ne olan, Chief Executive, Irish Pharmaceutical Healthca re Association 

Ms essa O'Dohert)', Personnel Officer, Department of Health and Chi ldren 

Mr. ~t.chael O'Donncll, Industry Unit, Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment 

M ancy O'H)nn, Pharmacist, Irish Pharmaceutica l Union 

Professor Kcvm O'Malley, Registrar, Royal College of Surgeons of Ireland 

~Ir. Padd) O'Sulllvan, Ch1ef Executive, Leo Laboratories 

Profe 'or Jo..amel abre, Head of Pharmacy, St. James' H ospital, Dublin 

~I r. Padra1~ taunwn, Ph.trmac• r 

Dr. Peter \X~dle, Pharmacl!.t 

\1, Heather W1l on. General Secretary, Ho pnal Pharmacist!. A soc1ation 
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Appendix 2: REGULATIONS GOVERNING NEW OPENINGS 

- IPU EXPLANATORY SUMMARY 

1. Community Pharmacy Contractor Agreement 

The Health (Community Pharmacy Contractor Agreement) Regulations 1996 (Statutory Instrument No 15, 

2 1) set our the circumstances in which any new community pharmacy contractor agreement ("new opening") 

will be granted and what conditions apply ro the relocation of an existing pharmacy; with effect from 30 May 

1996 the date the Regulations were signed. 

2. New Openings 

a. Public Health need 

In general terms a new contract (" new opening") will not be granted unless a definite public health need can 

be established for community pharmacy services in the area in which the premises is situated. 

b. Urban or Large Towns (Population 3000+) 

(1) An existing pharmacy in an urban or large rown (population 3000+) is entitled to a catchment area 

with a population of not less than 4000. 

(2) T he distance between a premises in respect of which a new contract is sought and the nearest existing 

community pharmacy must be a t least 250 metres door ro door. 

(3) An applicant for a new contract ("new opening") in that town must identify a population of 4000 

which is not serviced by an existing pharmacy. 

c. Other (e.g. Rural ) Areas (Towns with population less than 3000) 

(1) In other (e.g. Rura l) areas a pharmacy is entitled ro a catchment area of 2500 or more. 

(2) The distance between a premises in respect of which a new contract is sought and the nearest existing 

community pharmacy must bear least 5 kilometres. 

(3) If the population of a sma ll town grows to 3000+ then the same conditions will apply as for urban 

or large towns. 

d. Any "new opening" must 

( 1) have free and direct access to the pubhc road ar all nmc:s 

(2) meet rhe requirements of the pharmacy contractor agreement 
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(3) meet the standards laid down from time to time by the Pharmaceutical Sociery of Ireland 

e. Supervising Pharmacist 

The nominated supervising pharmacist in respect of a "new opening" is the pharmacist under whose direct 

supervision the communiry pharmacy is conducted and he/she: 

( 1) must have at least 3 years post-qualifying experience in the practice of communiry pharmacy, 

(2) must be able to manage a pharmacy; 

(3) must not be acting in a similar capaciry in respect of any other pharmacy; 

A pharmacist having this required experience and abiliry must be maintained in the position of supervising 

pharmacist at the ' new opening' concerned. 

f. Transitional Arrangement 

If a CEO received an application for a community pharmacy agreement ("new opening") before I j an '97 

showing that the applicant, in rhe 12 months prior to 31 May 1996, had entered a financial commitment for 

the procurement of premises for the specific purpose of opening a communiry pharmacy, then he sha ll grant 

the contract if he is satisfied that such a commitment was, in fact, entered into. 

3. Relocations 

In general terms relocation of a communiry pharmacy is restricted to: 

a. temporary relocation (normally nor more than 12 months) for the purpose of renovation of 
refurbishment; 

b. permanent relocation necessitated by a decision of a statutory aurhoriry, nor a HB or CEO; 

c. where the HB or CEO moves or, approves rhe move, of other health services which may adversely 

affect the viability of an existing pharmacy at its present location; 

d. where two or more pharmacies amalgamate; 

e. relocation ro an adjacent premises ro provide a better service; 

f. other exceptional circum rances. 

Relcx.ltlon mu t be approved by rhe CEO. The new prem1ses and its equipment, facilities, staff ere, must 

meet the requirement of rhe commumry pharmacy contractor agreement including such standards a are 

publi hed from time ro time by the P I. Generally, a relocated pharmacy must not be more rhan 250 metres 

from it prev10u location and must have regard ro the 1mpact n may have on existing pharmacies. The CEO 

has dis.:rerionar) powers to allow a relocation m exceptional circumstances, outside of rhe criteria specified. 
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Appendix 3: Age Distributions of Registered Pharmacists in 1967, 1983 and 1991 

Source: Fisher and Corrigan (1992), Figure 4 
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Appendix 4: Manpower Survey of the Health Services Sector 

The consultants, in co-operation with the Personnel Management and Development section of the 

Department of Health and Children, undertook a survey of Health Boards and Hospitals during rhe 

preparation of this report. The aim of the survey was to identify this sector's requirements for pharmacists 

and employment opportunities in this sector. A copy of rhe questionnaire is included below. 

A coral of 22 replies were received, 4 of which were from the Health Boards. The information received was 

used eo build a picture of labour marker conditions facing this sector and identify the degree of recruitment 

difficulties being experienced. Since this was not a full census, rhe replies were nor used to produce aggregate 

figures for employment in rhe sector. This information was obtained from other sources. 

Survey Questionnaire 

a) How many poses of pharmacist (per grade) are in your Hospital's/Board's remit? If possible, please indicate 

how many are (i) permanent, (ii) temporary, (iii ) parr-time appointments. 

b) How many of these posts are vacant ar this time? (per grade) 

c) Is your Board/Hospital experiencing difficulty in recruiting pharmacists? 

d) Is your Board/Hospital experiencing difficulty in retaining pharmacists? 

e) If yes ro (c) or (d) above, with which grade(s) is this problem most noticeable? 

f) Include any relevant comments you would care to make? 
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ee Corrigan, 0. and C. Fisher (1992) Pharmacy Manpower 1991: an analysis of demographic characteristics 

and emigration patterns. Also Corrigan, 0., C. Fisher and M. Heoman (1984) Pharmacy Manpower in 

Ireland: present trends and future prospects; Lane, M. (1995) 'Where have all the Graduates gone since 

1989?' IPU Review, July/August; O'Gorman, M., M. Lane and 0. Corrigan (1998) 'E. C. Free Movement 

Legislation and Pharmacy Manpower in Ireland', IPU Review, September. 

2 This agreement dates from the 1970's when rationalisation of the Irish universities was agreed. Legal 

proceedings in this matter are pending and nothing in this report should be construed as a comment on the 

likely outcome of these proceedings. 

3 The apparent leveling off in the trend in 1998 is as a result of the non-inclusion of those registering late in the 

year, a generally busy period for registration. 

4 The definition of urban is a rown with more than 3,000 people. 

5 This represents the number of people who informed the society that they were 'keeping open shop' and 

includes a small number of hospital pharmacies. 

6 The British Pharmaceutical Journal characterised Irish community pharmacies as follows: 

'Most are extremely well fitted and are generally smaller than those in the UI<, but with gross profits 

averaging 30-35 per cent and net profits of 10-11 per cent, they are certainly more lucrative ... As ID the UI<, 

few community pharmacies have second pharmacists.' Mason, P. (1998) 'Pharmacy in the Irish Republic', 

The Pharmaceutical Journal, Vol. 261, September, pp. 513-515. 

7 Currently, pharmacists are paid a dispensing fee of £1.65 per item under the GMS. Prices of medicines are 

set following discussions between the IPHA and the Department of Health and Children. This arrangement 

appears to work very well and is a particular strength of the Irish system. This covers about 40% of the 

population, but over 70% of prescriptions, and amounts to about 1.2 million items per month. 

8 Hoban, F. (1999) 'Ecor10mics of Pharmacy: an analysis of industry structure' IPU Review, January, pp.5-14 

9 Correspondence from the Department of Health and Children to each Health Board in September 1998 set 

out the services to be provided by Hospital Pharmacy departments. 

10 The term 'centres of excellence' is used with caution. It is not the brief of this report to comment on the 

technical ability of any pharmacist or institution to carry out their work. However, the s1ruanon and the level 

of pharmacy services offered in some locations appears to differ considerably from others. 

11 The Department of Health and Children acknowledges a serious problem in hospital pharmacy. 

Both sides acknowledge the existence of a serious problem with the recruitment and retention of Hospital 

Pharmacists and in particular at Basic Grade Level. (Report of the Ad1ud•canon Board ID Re peer of Ho p1ral 

Pharmacists, Paragraph 6). 

12 The possibility of cost savings should nor be exaggerated, particularly SIDCe mediciDes account for about I 0°1o 

of non-capital healthcare costs in Ireland. 
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13 Most of the names erased were as a result of a failure to renew registration. 

14 The number of applications ro study pharmacy far exceeds the available number of places and the required 

number of pharmacists. In recent years, there have been well over 1,000 applications to the TCD B.Sc. On 

failing ro gain acceptance, most of these pursue another course. It is nor unreasonable to conclude that the 

commitment of most of these applicants to the subject is not roo great, many having been amacred by the 

prestige of a high points course. Most of these would then pursue an alternative. However, the fact that a 

significant number are willing ro go ro the UK to study rather than accept alternative offers, suggests a deep 

level of commitment among these students. 

15 A total of 174 registered; 20 non-Irish and 2 Irish graduates would be abroad leaving 152. 

16 The position of manager is only available to pharmacists with 3 years experience in pharmacy in Ireland. This 

has two serious effecrs. First, pharmacists working in the UK or elsewhere are not eligible to compete for 

positions that are available and are unlikely to be attracted to lower positions. Second, experience gained in 

the hospital sector counts as experience. In this way, many graduates are attracted away from the hospital 

sector. This restrictive rule was introduced as a temporary measure in the period between the implementation 

of EU free-movement legislation and the introduction of legislation in Ireland. However, it has not been 

deleted with the introduction of legislation. With the recent removal of the challenge to the 1996 reforms, 

this restriction should be removed. Some limited positive impact on the supply of pharmacists should result. 

17 The changes to remuneration levels were made under rhe Programme for Competitiveness and Work. 

18 lntervtewees from UCC argued strongly that a number of firms in the Cork region are interested in developing 

in this direction if the supply of pharmacists can be assured. In fact, they confirm that some are willing to 

invest in education in order to ensure an increase in supply. The Irish Medicines Board, while nor 

expenencmg shonages or difficulties in recruitment, agrees that funding is likely to be forthcoming from 
indu try. 

19 The reason ts straightforward. R&D is a costly function well removed over rime from manufacture. 

Producuon ts highly profitable. Therefore, R&D rakes place in rhe high tax area, production in rhe low tax 

regton. There are hmir ro thts rationale and it makes sen e to have some profits - which can be written off 

again t lo es - in htgh tax areas, if there are other factors that give this area a competitive advantage when 

ta'\e are excluded from the calculation. Circumstances could also dictate that it would be rational ro have a 

co t centre loc:ned in Ireland. However, the conditions for this appear less obvious and would depend on the 

panKular traregtc dect tons of indivtdual companies. 

10 See footnote 1 for reference . 

11 Thi calculauon •~ ba ed on a umpuons, tn relation ro the register, as well as observations. Some of these 

a umpuon are omewhat arbttrary. However, for the reasons given below it is a meaningless and misleading 

exerctse ro .mempt to pro,·tde elaborate arguments in relation ro the future level of the register as a predictor 

of labour marker requtrement~. Where tht has been done, the results have nor been very useful. For example, 
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see Table 24 and related comments, Fisher and Corrigan (1992). 

22 See footnote 15, Chapter 3. 

23 Murphy, K., A. Shleifer and R. Vishny (1991) 'The Allocation of Talent: Implications for Growth' Quarterly 

journal of Economics, Vol. CV! (2), pp. 503-530. 

24 Fingleton, J. (1994) 'Competition Policy and Employment' Economic and Social Review, Vol. 25 (1). 

25 Hoban, F. (1999) 'Economics of Pharmacy: an analysis of industry structure' IPU Review, January, pp.5-14 

26 It is recognised that the reforms do not provide specified ceilings on the number of pharmacies and that, in 

fact, the total is likely to rise under this legislation. However, the impact is effectively to restrict the number 

of pharmacies in the commercially most imporrant localities. 

27 Note that this does not conclude that there are net costs as a result of the 1996 reforms since the calculation 

has not been done. Note also that it is not an argument that legislation should not increase the returns to any 

parricular group - for example, community pharmacists - provided the welfare of society overall is enhanced 

by doing so. 

28 The evidence and conclusions of this report rule out no change or a small increase as viable options to address 

the problems that have been identified. 

29 It is not within the terms of this report ro assess the academic or other capability of the faculty in Trinity 

College Dublin or any other department. 

30 See Appendix 1 below for a full list of consultations. 

31 For example, Cork University Hospital has 6 posts, compared to 14 at Tallaght Hospital which is of 

comparable size; Mercy Hospital Cork has 2 posts compared to 8 at Sr. Vincent's Hospital Dublin, again of 

comparable size. 
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